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·. '.: . : .. . .'.·; : t~aditional· c6mbin~_tlon of ~capital and. ·lab~r -link·_~d:_ thl?O~g·h I._- . ·. -
~· . 
,_. 
• ' ... 
ent;:epre~eurial activity is :no longe'r consid~red . ·:Q.n ade.;. . .. · . ·' 
' ' I ' ~ • - • ' ' : ' ' ' I • ' ' ' ' I • ' ~ 
I · .. . • , p • • , . 
.7. • ·. 
·qua-te explan.at.ion for development or · l.ack .of it:. H.e stated.: · ' .. ... .. . 
. 
;
. r . - ·_. ·_-\ 
. . . .. . ' .. . . . . ' .. ,· ·. 
• . . ' e • ~ _...-· , , 
. · "The. natura·l. r~source ba_se o ·r inherent· z:ichl1e;:;.s · of ·· ·-
- - a ~ountry qas disappeared from . science~ . ~xcept..._ in 
. ~ · : ·. 
·. · ·: the s.ense of •. warn:ing against · .. waste, ·· spoilage, and _ o r 0 • 
. ... pol,.luti.on. · s6~ial· , _pol.itfcal, .and adrnini!:itra-tive : . ·. 
· developrnEmt are corning ·into their own .right as 
. )--: 
aspE:!cts ot' devel.opmen~ .- n2 ·. :· ' ' . . . . '_ . 
• • • • ! • • . ' • • • • ' ~ • •• . . ; ~ • ' . • : 
iJe~elopmen~ - 1i~~rat~re .Qow .sttidie;~~~ch· cata~ysts · 
. . and inhibitors of eco~ornic ._de'\,'el.opmerit as sociai_.. · s.tructu.re~ 
_..;, .. · -· . .-_ - . _· . -.-_ . \'.' .·:. .. . . · , . - -·. 
. :systems of lanp :·ten'ure; --the ca_ste -system;·· -.the iegal and . 
.• . 
' .. .:. . 
.- . 
• I / ' ' I • ~ • ' # • .·' ' ·• .. : • ' ~ • ' 1 ' 
etc • .. All .~spects . of· _motlexn entre-: _- .. ·· .. 
~. .,.._, .. • 
~ 
. · · ··~6cial '-position-· ·~f women, 
~ t. • •• •• • • ' • : : • ' ~ . . • .. • • • 6 ' .. : 
,. · . p~erieuria;I. activi,ty -are exarnin~d.: . . i.e.· , where- a~ci h!)W · · 
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motivation and other psychological factors. 
Newfoundland has traditionally been, and still is 
t 
one of the least developed of Canada's provinces. Efforts 
at stimulating economic deve~opment during the past two and 
.-f' 
o~e-half decades. h~ve not had a significant effect on the 
province's economic· position relative to other Canadian 
provinces. 
The fact that various· incentive and other programs 
..,:; 
unQertake~ by the Canadian and Newfoundland governments have 
. I ' ',• 
not h~d the dea~red effect would seem to·indicate that some-
.thing about ~he so~~al· ~limate. or the province inhibits 
development. Nevertheless, very little effort has been ~ 
given to empiricaL iqvestigation of the _possibility that 
• 
Jhere might be some 
.· ( · logical · factors and 
connection between social and psycho-· 





As early as 193'9, Thomas ~odge, a JTiember of the~ 
. i 
Briy..ish Commission which gOverned the .island in ' the thirties, 
.fted .that Newt~ ndland'1s prOblem was inore moral .or ps;~h;,­
lbgical tha;mat ria1. 1 He felt that Newfoundland's back-
. ' ~ 
.. 
wardness had i~ in the character of the people . . 
.J 
He seated: 
"Had the i§land been col6nized ·by dour Lowland Scots 
'instead of West~ountrymen and Irishmen of charm 
there wbuld never have been a problem. .. As it ·is, the 
a 
;' l " . . 
.. ·Thqmas Lodge, Dictatorship in Newfoundlanp (London: 
Cassel & Company_, .Ltd . , 1939), p. 192. 
. . 
-• ·:·· ... ~--...-·- .... i!r··-~ .. -~'..-•,.... J'tttns;r ·•"":;*'" ~ cmv-, ~· . ... .. iew • .., 







Newfoundlander has already had too much experience of 
gifts ha.nded out by governments. ·" 1 
~ 
Guy Henson,, Director of .the Institute of Public C 
;g. 
Affairs at Dalhousie University, in a talk given to the 
4 
Atlan~ic Regional ~onference on Adult Education at Charlotte-
town, Prince Edward Island 'in 1955, stated: 
"We have failed to think sufficiently for ourselves 
and expected others to find, or providence to giv~ 
solutions to O\Sr P.,roblems." "We have lost much of 
·that ·sense of adventure and aGhievement in the use 
of our resources ·which characterize a healthy 
economy. "2 · 
tn mbre recent years, Premier Joseph R. Smallwocid has 
~ 
emphasized .the role o~ sociological and psychological fac-
tors in economic progres·s. On . numerous occasions, he spoke 
I 
of the importance of raising the Newfoundla~der's low .self-
. . 
concept and of eliminating his traditional inferiority com-
_. 
pLex. Smallwood commented in his government's 1969 budget 
speech, in which he extolled the achievements in the preced-
ing twenty years since confede~tion with Canada: 
"And perhaps the best· thing of all is that our people 
are 'no longer suffering from the ancient in-feriority 
complex which was so characteristic of them."3 
l Lodge, Dictatorship in Newfbundland, p. 192. 
2Guy Henson, "Looking Ahead in the Atlantic Provinces: 
Education as a Factor in Regional Development" (paper pre-
sented to the Atrantic Regional ' Confe~ence on Adult Educa-
tion at Char~ttetown, Pr~nce Edward Island, ~une, 1955), \ 
Pl?. 11 , 1-7 ... ' . -
- 3 
·"· Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, "The Budget 
Speech· ~- " presented• to -the House of Assembly at St. John's, 
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' Many people would probably concede that Newfoundland-
., 
'ers, since coQfederation with Canada, have gained a higher 
sense of~heir own value and have lost jorne of their old 
feelings of inferiority, but few informed observers would 
agree that Newfoundlanders no longer suffer from feelings 
of inferiority. Not the least of these is H.W. Kitchen who 
in a 1969 study found that low levels of expectation and 
fatalism, the inability of people to see themselv~s improv-
ing their "lots," is a considerable impedimeht to education 
. . 1 
in Newfoundland outports. 
Although the degree of succ;ess achieved by Mr. Small-· 
wood's government in ·ridding Newfoundlanders of their 
inferiority complex .,is debatable, the preceding quotations 
show that Smallwood is not alone in considering social and 
) 
psychological factors to be very important determinants of 
individual economic yerforman9e, and thus significant fac-
tors in the economic development of the province:. Morefover, 
the line of thought exemplified by Thomas Lodge, Guy Henson, 
Joseph R. Smallwood, and HubeFt Kitchen is consistent with 
the social and psychological emphasis of recent development 
literature. 
1H.W. ~itche"fl, "Differences in Value-Orientations," 
The Canadian Administrator, 5 (December, 1965), pp. 9-13; 
also H.W. Kitchen, "A Preliminary Study of Demographic and 
Soci.o-Economic Factors in the Atlantic Provinces and their 
Relationship tq Measures o£ Educat i onal Output" (a - report 
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h h b 1 . . h . )1k . T e presen~ aut or e ~eves t at more r~gorous exam1-
nation of the psychological aspect of development which uses 
David McClelland's concept of achievement motivation will 
contribute to. the understanding of the Newfoundland develop-
ment problem~ McClelland's eoncept of achievement motiva- ' 
tion, which may be defined as a social value which emphasizes 
-- - . 
If . • 
a desire for excellence in order to, obtain a sense of accom-
." i plishment, or -~ore specifically, the desire to do som~thing 
2· better, . fasJ:.er;. m~re · efficiently,_ and with less effort, was 
., 
# · 
chosen as an appropriate point -of departure for investigat-
ing the ~sychological aspect of the economic development 
problem in. N~wfbundlahd~ McClelland felt that .achievement 
motivation, also called need for achieVef!lent, need achieve-
m~n1;., and n-a.chievement is the sfngle most important social 
value for promoting successful enlrepren~urship and national 
. d 1 . 3 econom1c eve opment. 
The original intent of this study was to find the 
... 
~ J 
relationship betwee~ levels of n-achiev~ment in a segment or Y 
segments _of Newfoundland's population and comparable popula-
tions in more developed provinces of Canada. However, this · 
broad inquiry proved impossible :because o-f the large gaps in 
' · 
1Early~ definition used by Roger & Nei~l in their ~ 
Columbian Study, which is based on ·=oavid C. McClelland, 
The Achieving Society (Princeton: D. Van Nostr.and, 1961). 
2For a more specific defin~tion, see David c. 
McClelland, The Achieving Society (New York: Irvin~ton 
Publishers, Inc., 1976), p. A. 
' 3 ., 
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existing basic. research. A survey of relev3nt Jjterature 
• J 
failed to turn up eny previous investigctt-~on of McClelland ' s 
·"' 
hypothesis in Newfoundland. ~ 
It was deci<l.ed, therefore, that it would be aavisable 
to determine whether or not McClelland's concept of achieve-
·ment motivation could be isolated in the Newfoundland con-
text and to establish whether or not the ' positive relation-
~hip between achi~vement moti va·t-~on and occupational 
. . 
·(ec~nomic) . ~erforman~emonst_r~_~ed . i!l othe~ · countries is 
-also evident in Ne~f~~lanf. _ · 
In o~der to achieve this en<;1·, a r 'esearch .project was 
. initiated "to -determine the relationship b~tw~en· ind;i~idJ.lal 
· level·s of ctdhi~vemerit ~o-tivation and._ occup~tion·al (e~~nomic) 
performal).Ce in a ·· specific industry. ·For the industry, -_which 
was examined, the dairy ind_ustry, a · correla~ion ana,_l:ysis was 
made in q-rder to ascertain th.e . rel~tionship between need foi;~" 
achievement lev_et's of inoiv.idual da i ry farmers a:nd such 
. , r . . 
indicators of excellence anq success in(the ,dairy farmi~g 
as gross income, farm size, efficiency, innovativeness, and 
rate of farm growth. 
,, 
.• . 
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CHAPTER . II 
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION AND .INf>IVIDtJAL ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE: 
A REVIEW OF LITERATURE· 
Numer(?us volumes have . be~~. written on ·achievement 
m'otivation :in the p·ast _thirty years · a~d : it wou.ld be imp9s- . 
. - ,. ' . . . . ~ . . . . . 
Sible.' to .review· ail :o 'f .the· literature a"ailab_le on .the . 
• • • ' I ,: '/ ' : 
· .. ·t~pic •. · Muc·h o'~ · t~e 'cu:rretit . research; h.o.weve;r:> · :.m: c~:nicern~d. · 
: p:d~arily with : ·,th~ i~lations}Jip :bet:ween achiev~nie~t ·motiy~-
. , . - . ... ' . 
· performance~ . ~ . ' The . singlepess · in ):he direction a·f the current 
. , 4 • ' • # • • 
" rese~rc}?. ma·kes a review of the relevant liter.at:.ure much more 
manag~able than it ~ight otherwise have been. 
The purpose of t _his chapter .is to provide an· o~erviewl 
of 'the fi't1dings ·of past research·~ntb the -re·lation~hip . :, 
between achievement moti.vatioil and ind.i>vidual occupationai 
, . ' ' ' . ... . . . 
or· economic perform~nce. -It is hopec;1 th~t a sununary :and 
crit.i_que. Of this research W~ll- prov~d~ a fair' indic'<3:ti9n .5'-S 
t the presen~ - level of knowle'dge concerning -this relation-
sh'p. 
Neill,· writing in -'1.961 ; con6lude:d tha.t. up. to tha.t 
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achievement and except for Morrison, 1 few researchers had 
studied the relationship between 'SQcial values ·and entre-
. 
p~eneurial ~ecision-mak~ng. 2 Since 1963~ howeve~, a con-
siderable ampunt of research has been conducted . into the 
\ 
relatio·nship between need achievement and individual agri-
\ . 
\. (il ' -
cultural performance and~etw.een need· a·chievernent and 
individual ocsupation~l p~mance.9eneraliY. 
Ne~ll himself ca~ried ut. a 'carrelatiqhal ana,lysis 
:·. 
per .. c.ent level} ·w.ith·. 
· ·; achievement· niotiva.tion, 'btpe cor.r: lation~ we~e all in the 
' . 
anticipated dir~ction. · Neill 
. . ~ . . 
, size. and ·the small n·urnber. qf l-tems _(five) in his need·. 
- . . . . . 
achieyement se~f-e~_c_e· compl·e,tion scale may ·have beE!n tl?-e 
. 
. . . . • t • • • 4 
reason .for, h~.s ~·- d~~-f~cult~es. · 
.· 
·1 - . . .. . 
De'nton E. Mordson, .;'Ac.h ieve~e~t -~~tivation:. A Con.:.. · 
ceptual ah¢1.. ' Empir{cal ·s.tu.dy in Measurement Validity'' (Ph.-D ~ · · .. ' · 
.dissertation, ·university of· Wisconsin, 1.96·?) • . Morr·i~one · ) '. 
;<;mnd need ach,ievem_e.nt to be _po·s ~ tively related ·with several : 
measures of· 1-~p.ova tiyeness .· · 
2~alpn E •.. Ne i ll·, "Motiva.ti~n Among. Ohi o · FarJTiers" :. 
(M.s. th·e~:is~ The· ohiq · state~·uniyersity, ~:1963), p~ is~ · 
3 : ~-' pp,; ..4_4 --54. ' .. ,,. 
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r 
Rogers and Neill con9ucted a very thorough and care-
ful study of the relatiqnship between need for aqhi~vement -
. ~ . 
a-nd various indicators of farming excellence i 'n a number bf · 
Colwnbian villages. They_ found that need. achievemen.t .scores 
co'rrel,ated ·significant,ly wi~h such indicators of farming 
~xce 11 ence as inn ova ti venes-s '· production per hecbar~, level 
• ·of li:vin9 . and social s'ti=(tu~ ~ 1 T~ey also repor:ted, for .· , · 
. . . ' . 
slrrii:l~;· . r~~e~~ch j_.~ .. India, signifiqant ·:re· l.ationships b~tweeil:· · .' 
. . . ' .. . . ' ~ .. . . . . ' ' . ' . 
".: ' .. : abhi~v·e_r(l~n t ' rri~t.i vati.6.n ·:~~d agriqul ~u~a.I · :·inno.vp. ti ~kmess ~ f.a·~ _.· _. _:_. ~ 
' . 
f . 
·: size·. in· terms of -both. land. and·· labor·, · stl'lndard· of ·i·i-ving~ 
-~~. 
' ,. 
; ', . ' ', ' I 't' ' ' ' • ' • • , • • • ' ' I ' ',• ... • , • 
. .: . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . : ,' . . . 2 
,. arid reputat1on as a · good· ~armer. 
.· . . 
' . . ' . . , . . ~ ~ 
. ' • .. · ' ' . . . ,. 
· . Nafay;;m ?·. ·Sing·h. ·also studie~ the re~at{oriship 
be:tween · ·need· achieveme-nt . . lev~Is '1 and agricultural performanc~ , . 
. . . . ' . . . ' · . . . . 
ln India. 
. . . 
$in_gh measured need for aqhie:veinent lev.els amoJ7.g . . · 
' ' 
four su~gro~p~_of . ar;j~icul~u)fl ,~n:trepren:eur~: · ~-pro~l;e~sive-__ 
SUCC.essful, . ·~- rogres\_ve..:UJ,l.SU~Cessf_u: ... ~.rad~tto~al- ·su"CC~Ssful_i . 
and tradit·ion<H-unsJbcessful. He found a p~~itive rel~tion- · 
. . ,, .. ·. ~ 
shi_p between ne~d for achievel!lent and agricultural p;ro~uc:... .. 
,_; ' 
ti vi ty. )~rie prdgressi·ve agric·ul turaJ. eritrepr'erre~rs showed . 
~ - - : -. " . , • > • 
highe·r ·need ~ch'i~vement leve-ls·-than 'the tradi tiona! ones~ . -4 
- - . ' ·~--~~ 
and thos.e w~9 were succe·ssful, regardles~ · of whether -they 
JJ • I 
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achievement levels tha~ the unsuccessful ones. 
.. ... 
'. 
--· .. ,. .. 
. ' ,., 
11 
The relationship reported between achievement motiva-
t~ and peiformance in farming also~s~ems to exist in other 
occupations. S. W. Koch meas-ured·" t~~vel af achievement 
motivation of managers . of F~nnish firms involved in the 
production oi "'-ni twe'ar, and O'btained economic d-ata ove; a 
period of ·time for a number ol vth~se firms. .H-e found that 
.over the duration -of the.eic:;ht year periotl whic::h he examined, 
' . .. . . . . 
achiev.ement·. scores . ~f- the_·.ma~a'g~rs · we~~ sig~ificantiy ·_. -ass.oci-· 
• ' • I .,;• . ; • ' ' ' (_..., t ' ~ ' • . ; • o ,' ' ·•' 
ated ·wi·th· s~cl;~)fne·a~~re~ ~~ · busirte~~- e·xp~nsi_on ·a~ . in~re~s.es 
• 0 ' • • • 
in the . n~er - 9f. erttployees, increases 'in .· gros's :v?iue· ~~ 
. -... . .. . \ .· :. . ; . . . . .. . ' ·. . . : . . .  . - . . 
· output, ~ncreases 1n turnover, and 1ncreases 1n gro·s ·s . ?--nvest~ 
... · : 2 
rnent. ~ 
........ . ' 
... That business perfoimance·--rs · relt~ed to acJ'}ievement 
is also supported by Dut'and· ·and Shea. They_ administered 
rneastJ.res o.f ach~evement motivation to __ twenty-nine bla~k_ 
. . 
in~ividuals pngaged in ~he aperatiori of ~mall businesses and 
. . ' - ~ 
assessed their level of .~us.iness activity eighteen montl:ts 
later... They found the individuals with a high need to ' . : 
. . 
achieve were significantly mor~ active than thos$ w.hose 
.. . -------.,..------:~--
1N.arayan P. S;Lngh,·, "Need Achievement Among Agri~ 
Gul tural and Business. Entrepreneurs of Delhi--," Journal of 
Socia~ Psychology,.Bl (2), 1970, ·145-149. 
2 '• /. . . '~.. .. 
. S .·W. Koch, "·Management and Mci-tivation, ·~ - summary of 
a . doctoral thesi·s presen.ted at the ·swedish School of Eco-· 
~o~ics, H~lsin9f6rs, FinlAnd; 1965. a · . . 
... . .., 
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achievement motivation was low. 1 
\ . 
" . · P. s. Hundall gives further back in~: to the thesis 
'· 
12 
that high levels of achievement motivation are related posi-
tively with business success. Hundall determined the .level 
of achievement motivation asso~iatee witb the differential 
· rates of industrial growtli.-of small. ·scal~ · .industrial firms 
I I 
;' : ' 
·in Punj'cl,b, India. Analysis of te_sts of l84 entrepreneurs 
. l . . . . .) . 
. showed that ne~ a~hiev'em'ent ·w~s assdciat~d with . a . rapid 
t • ' ', ' ' • ' # o 0 ~ : · ~· 
• I . •, 2 ., 
. ; rate of· .Tconomfc groo/·tJl o.f .thei'r ent.e.rpri.~'es • . 
.I . · . . . . . . ~ 
· Many other. researcher's have also foun~ . a d~rect . re1a-
I~io;n:hip \petween ~~hievei~;en~· ~~t·~'h·ti~n ··~~d i-~\i:i_~ator~~qf · 
;,-·~:· . ; 
-, enterpris~ and occupii tiona! pertormanGe. Mohammed · A.! ~a~hid · 
correlated need achievement sc;ores o,£ 121 insurance s~lei:;n;en 
·with a criteria of success used by their Insurance Ca~~~r 
' Achievement Club. He found that need al=hievemeh't scores of . 
the 121 salesmen correlated significantly .with sales suc-
cess·. 
3 
· qlen. Elder i. in an ana-l:ysi·.S of longitudinal data -on 
men of w:ork'ing-cl~ss ~rigin caine up ~it.h . results which sup- . 
pb1:t the hipoth~sis that a~.h.i,,eveinent mo-tivation .: is,.,Ji(~ed_ictive 
1
oouglas Durand ana Den~is Sh~a, "Ent~e.preneuria .l. 
Activity as a Func·1;.ion of . Jk;:hievemen t and Reinfor.ce~en t 
. .Con,t:rol~~· The Jo'urna:l of Psychology, ·sa, 19_74, 57-63.:> 
... 2 .· . · . . . . . . . . . 
. . . \ ,t;P .S-: H\lndall, "A Study of ·Entrepreneurial Motiva-
tion: Cdmp·a~ison· of fast .and slow+pc:ogre~?sing ·small-scale . 
industrial· .enu~prene.urs in· Punjab; India," J.otirnal of 
Appli@d Psychology; 55 , ( ~') .~ . 1,9 ?1, 317-323. · · 
. . 
. 
3Mohamm~:{d A •. ~ashid, "Need A.chievement and Acad-emic· 
and Job Success·" (Pl;l.D .. . dissertation:, Purdue , Univ-ersit·y, 
.Lafayette, Indiana, 1969}. . ·. : · · · . · '"'·· · 
-? 
.. 
... . ~ . ~ 
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of occupational status. 1 
\ 
It is noteworthy that the posi-tive relationship 
between need achievement and economic success. is evident in 
vastly different cultural contexts._. R. LeVine .. f(leasured 
I ' .• 
need achievement levels of Ibo and Haussa ~tudents · and estab-
- . ~ 
lished that a close relation£hip exists between need for 
achievement and entrepreneurial spirit in these two Africa~ 
. ~ 
tribes. He determined A:ha·t achiE:!ve-ment motivation: w~s muyh 
nig}Jer. arnoruj· ·the . upwardly 'mobile and . economica).ly success.ful 
I . · in E~st~rn N·ige/ia . tha~ ·.a.mong · .th~ ~e~s · s~cc·~~sf~·i .- ~-~m;·a .· .' 
. . ~ - :· ·. ·..., . 
. . . 2 . 
in North~rn Nl.gerl.~ •. . 
.. 
·Achievement motivation has even been discovered to 
. ... . 
affect the behavior of the unemployed . . · Shepherd and AI 
Belitsky surveyed over 3·~0 blue-pollared workeks who ~d - • 
be~n out of work in Eire, Pe~nsylvania in 1964. · They~bund~ 
that those· with the gre~ measured "_urg_e t?r.:·. improve" 3 ." 
started looking for .work sooner, ch-ecked dir'ectly on more 
than the average ~umber of companies, took tt.teir job hunt 
o~:t...-o:f:: town· more often, examined the _po,ssibili ty . of ge.tting· 
. / : . 
... 
a 'different .job, and--fost of the unemployed wii.o had · a ·h.i<1h · 
1 . . ' . . . --Glen H. Elder, Jr., . "Achie v ement Motivation and . 
Intelligence. in Occupational ;Mobil i ty: · A Longi.tudinal 
Anal'ys~s," Boc~.oJt;.ry_, :n· (4), 1968, 32j-354., 
2 R. LeVine, Dreams· and Deeds: Achie.verne·nt Moti va-
t·ion in Nigeria ( Chicagq: Uni versi·ty o~ Chicago P·r~ss, 
1966). ' .. , ~ ""/ . 
3 . .. .. 
~urge · to improv~" has heel).. used for achieve...:'' The term 
ment mo'tivat'ion. ' . r 
.· . 
.. · · . . 
.  
. . . 
. ~ 
. , 
.. · ' ·. 
' . . 
. \ 
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"urge to · i _mprove'; used at lea:s·t five .out of ._eight . job-htmtirig.~ .' 
- ~\. 
techni.que~. Uns·u~~~ising'ly~ ·a w:eater portion o-~ 
. . . 
. ' 1 jobs ·sooner. 
, . 
> . 
The ·research stu.dies which ha.Je · been examined '~.P to 
. . . ~.. . . . . 
. : ·. 
.• 
I ' ' • 
,, 
.. ' .· ' 
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. . . ' ;. . . . . . . " . :.\, . . .. ' . .. 
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· . ·:·' . · . ~~\ 
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. . . . ' • . • ... ). -, - - . ·_ .• Q, ~ -·. : · ~ : ·_ ~- _·. • -- • • : ~.' • .. ~· ... ,1 • • • • _ · ' : _· . ,. ' , ~ • • _':. tl ·• -~ : ~ . , --- ~ ·. ~ - -
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"Women have achievement drives which are tied up 
with getting along successfully with other people, 
whereas men have achievement drives a~~ociated with 
'getting ahead' (i.e., getting a good~job, being 
cleverer than other men, leading etheL.$, and so on)." 
"Women were left unmoved by references to leadership 
and intelligence, but if they were socially rejected, 
their achievement motivation increased as measured in 
17 
• the staneard way. Men, on the other ~hand, were un-
aff~ted by social rejection on the achievement 
dimension. ~he reasonable way to interpret this ~ 
seems to be in terms of the diffe~ent expectations ~ 
involved in achievement motivation for men and women 
in our ~ulture."l 
Swnmary ~ 
A number of studies of the relationship bet~en need 
achievement and occupational (economic) pe~fQrrnanc~ support 
th~ contention that need achievement is positively and sig-
nificantly related to success in· a wide variety of economic 
activities. Other researchers, however, have found no sig-




The present author feels that most of the 
negative besults can be attributed to inappropriately designed 
research~ But, in any case, it would be unwise to generalize 
that need achievement is everywhere positively and signifi-
~ cantly c6nnected with economic success. Therefo~e, the level 
of significance of the relationship should be carefully 
tested with each_new population. 
1
oavid C. McClelland, Atkinson, Clark, and Lowell. 
The Achi€vernent Motive (New York: Irvington Publishers, Inc., 
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THE ROLE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
/ 
One of th~ dangers of an interdisciplinary-study that 
converges on an area that can prope rly be described as 
psychoeconometrics is that it is not compl etely a t home. in 
either economics or psychology and it is likely to provoke 
hostility f~om the specialist points of view of both eco-
nomists and psychologists. S.ince psychoeconometrics is an 
invention of psychology and riat _economics, I suspect that 
- ~ 
psyc_hologist~ might be less prejudiced than economists to 
this type of study. In any case, it might be in~tru~tive 
for economists to attempt to explain how McClelland's need 
fo~ achievement is related to the ideas about entrepr~eu~­
ship and economic development as found in modern economic 
literature. 
In this chapter, I will review changes in development 
theory over the years and examine some of the theories. -.that 
are most relevant to· the main currents in entrepre11eurial theory. 
Because this chap~er is a rather~ lengthy digression on t~e 
main theme of my thesis, the busy reader may choose to skim 





Nature of Economic Developmen t 
For many people, the terms developed and undeveloped 
imply that there are only two cauegories of development and 
that there is a line that sharply delineates the two. H'ow-
ever, economic development is, in fact, a continuous process 
and progress along the scale of developmen t is a matte r o f 
degree. There is no n~tion which is completely developed 
or completely undeveloped. In fact, economic deveiopment is 
an infinite process~ere is no known pinnacle or peak; 
h 
. 1 ~· ,. ·f~. 
t ere 1s a ways room .or 1mprovement. 
However, largely for convenient classification, the 
development scale~is of~en divided into two parts. The 
nations on the lower end bf the scale are called the less-
deveLoped and those on the upper end of the scale are 
generally referred to"as the more-develo ped. 
A number of 
able but progress 
indexes of economic development are avail-
~ 
along the de.velopment scale is usua lly 
measured in terms of per capita income. This is partly due 
to the fact that this index is more easily ·computed and more 
often available than the others. Less developed countries 
are generally considered to be those · with a r e l a tively low 
per capita income, a low ~tandard of living, and relatively 
.traditional methods of production and social organization. 
. ], 
More developed countries are considered to have the apposite 
characte risti c s : rela t ive ly h i gh per 9a pita income , a high 
standard ot living, and comparatively modern and inn6vative 
,. 
.. - --~ - . -:--:---:--, ;, ;....: :::-··~-:- - :- ·- -- ·--- - ---~--.... --... ... ~ ' 
. . "· .: ' . " .. ·. . ~ ~:. '·. 
. ~ ·' ' .:. .... . . . -. ~ ~ 
20 
methods.of production and social organization. 
Economists and social scientists have long speculated 
about the process by which ·a nation changes from a less-
developed country' to a more-developed one, and the ·· factors 
which determine the rate of movement along this scale. Adam 
Smith's famous An Inquiry Into the Nature and Causes of the 
Wealth of Nations was preoccupied mainly w'ith trying to 
v 
determine the necessary conditions for progressive economic 
development, and this issue has intrigued social scientists 
ever since. 
The Classical Theories of Economic Development 
The m.;tin var,i.ables in the classical 'theories of eco-
nomic development were: the stock of capital, the size of 
the · la bar ~force, the ·.amount of land or the resource base, 
and the level of technology. 
For the classicists, who assumed that the resource 
. 
base was fixed, developmen·t was a race between population 
growth and technological progress. As long as more 
resources were ,.,available· ahd more profit could be made, 
technology would win. Profits would provide the. pool of 
investment cap.ital necessary for tochnological advance;· out -
put per capita would .increase; and population would grow. 
In · essence, capital formation was seen to be the essential 
factor for economic growth .and development. 
~ As the economy of a countr.y matured and the resource 
base was used up, however , there would be a diminishing 
. .. ~----· · 
/ 
I ·.---~-/- · ... '







return to resources. 
• 
· ' . . .. . 
As a result, profits would fall, 
• 
investment would dry up, the ,r:ate of technological· growth 
would slow down and population growth would be curtailed. 
21 
The end result: stagnation at a subsistence level of con-
s1,1mption. 
The classicists ·included technology as a part of their 
system. They were also aware of the importance of the entre-
~ l preneurial function but they did not make it a strategic 
~ 
part of · their system and they did not make the crucial dis-
tinction between entrepreneurship and . 2 ·management. 
,. 
Marx 
Kar·l Karx's production model, or dev~lopment theory, 
.... -
although it has been described as "Part and Parcel" of the 
classica-l period's general economi·cs, 3 was different in that 
it operated on a new level of dynamics, and the classieal 
' varigblef? were given a different emphasis. This was especi-
a·lly true with respect to techncHogy. 
# 1 . . 
.The c ass~c~sts, although partially recognizing the 
role of technology in ·economic development, did not think· it 
sufficiently powerful to prevent the ultimate arrival o~ the 
...... "'"· stationary state. Marx seems to have had more faith i n 
·.::.., 
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te'chnology as the motor of development and he did not agr.ee 
with the classical. economists' predicti~n that 
economics would progress to secular stagnation a 
t 
ation-
ary state. He maintained that the progress of technolog<y 
,.• .-' 
and the enticement of greater and greater riches obtained 
through the us·e of ever-increasing technology would lead the 
capitalist system to .its even~ual . doom through the revolt · of 
its self-cre~te~ industrial reserve. a~ ··tiie une~ployed~ 1 
Marx not only assigned a more \rnportan.t role tb 
·~ech~oi~g.y: and the en tr~pr·~·ne'u~· i:mt ~e also attached a .new 
I . 







Sch~peter saw development as spontaneous and discon-
tinu9us changes f~om ·the continuous circular flow of an eco-
nomy .. in ~9uilibr.ium..2 ·These discontinuous . disturb/ceii-· ~ere 
the result of innovpti ve behavior on tlfi!! part .of ~tre- . 
· preneurs. ~ In Sch~mpeter's theory(.' in.novatian (tec~hology) 
. was ·the mainspri~g of · aut:onomous investment and . . developmeJ1t, 
. and the entreprene'Ur 1 the v'i tal force i.rl the , WhOle eCOnOmy 1 , 
was the ll\ain mover of innovation. 3 
1Gerald Meier. and Rob.ert Baldwin, Economic Development· 
(New York: Robert E. Krieger _Publishing Company,,. 19 7 ·6), .... 
P·. 52. • 
2 . 
Joseph Schumpeter, The Theory o-f . Economic Develop~ 
ment (Carnbrid9e: Harvard University Press, 1961) ( p. "'64. 
--·. 














~' . Although Schumpeter did not try to provide an explana-
· ·' 
tion of changes iJa soc'iological and political factors which 
precede accelerated economic development, he did consider 
..., 
them important. He drew on them to explain changes in eco-
nomic data and the development of entrepreneu~.ial spirit. 1 
In this regard, his ideas conCe:J;ning the role of s.ocial fac-
tors in the econ·omic development process are similar · to 
those of Mcclelland. 
Rostow 
·Rostow· v'i~wed the economic . dev.elopment process as a 
' ·. 
se.t'ies of ~tages • . He identified five such ~tage.s : . (l) tia'":' . 
di tional society; ( 2) precondi'tions . for take-off; ( 3) take-
off: (4) drive to maturity~ and (5) age of mass consumption. 
I 
Rostow's explanation o~ the causes of take-o.ff is in ter"'s 
-~ 
of capital output ratios and investment rates, but the 
following statement indicates that he recognizes that -a new· 
ty.pe of entrepreneurship is l')ecess~ry . at the take-off stage 
if economic development is tq occur. 2 
"It is evident - that· the take-off requires ... the exist-
ence and the successful a,cti vi ty of . some gJ:oup in the. 
soc~ety which· is prepared to accept : innova tion.s · • · . · • 
undev-$ome hul)lan motivation o.r other, a 'group must· . 
per~~ive it to . be both possible and good .,...to und~rtake 
acts · of capi.tal investment; and for. their acts to be . . 
\ 
1schumpeter, The Theor.y of . Eco.nornic ~,lqpment, 
pp . . 8 9 I 9 l-B 3 ,.0 , . ,. 
.. 
2
wal te~ w. Ros tow; The -~tages of Economic Growth 
(Ne~ York: Cambridge Uniye:rsity Press, 1961) • 
- • • J 
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' .. ~0 () 
tolerably successful· they m·ust act with . approximate,... 
rationality in .s·electing the directions toward which 
their enterprise is directed. orl 
. . ·· .· ... 
. ...... . 
Although Rostow menti oned th~-necessity for deve l op-
v.· c 
ment of a new form of entrepreneurship and acknowlEfdged the 
fact that the ent.t;epreneurs have to be dire.cted by some 
,.. 
underlying ~otivating fo'rce of social value, he did not try 
t:o identify the social val!le or values in question. 
\ 
Weber (. 
·Max Web.er, - in a g.en~ral way, pointed out .the rela-
. . , I . 
tion~hi~):)etwee~ a · .change · ·i _n · soc.ial values - and economic 
. , •, 
dev~l~_pment. _2· He · 'sug_gested that the rise of Capitalism in 
E':lr.ope was associ-a-ted witl1 a basicJ change in social values 
·which occurred as a result of the Prot~~tari~ Reformation. 
Weber described th~ new social val ues (the Protestant · 
';... 
Eth:ic)_ ,as. a belief in the value of work, an emphasis on 
· savings· · and . thri'ft and a desir e fo·r upward mobility. Weber 
. -\ 
fel.t that th~s work ethi,c also ex-plained the fact .fh~t, _in-
., . . \ ~ 
·countries of mixed religious· _composi ti.on, . bu.siness lea~ers 
·.· . . ~ 
and owners of capital, as. well as ~h~ -higher grad~~ of ·. 
skilled -t -abor a ·re overwhelmingly Protestant ..-3 0 '. 
' 1 · . 
. . Rostow , .· Th~ Stages of Economic GroY(th, p. 50. 
. . . \\ . 
-2 . - . '· . ·'\ ' 
· Max Weber., The Protestant. Ethic and ,the Spir:i,t 0f 
Capitalism., trans. by -Talcott Parsons (London: . George ·Al.ien_ 
.. and l)nwf.' ~td. _ , J.976 >_ ~ , 
j I_b_~_d., p . 35.·. 
.. 
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Hagen also speculated about the different rates of 
techno~ogical advance in different societies. He felt that 
.. 
the answer lay more in the social-psychological processes of 
chil.dhood development( where social v'lues are learr~ed. 
rather than in such ernornic theories a~ the demonstration 
effect, the lump. of eli tal a,Fgument, or the·. vicious circle 
o .f inadequate markets.-
~ , ... ,., 
... 
Hagen suggest-ed that two / ~ocial vi. lues I achievement 
and au~cipo_my -are very important . f;om the economic deV'elop-· 
ment viewpoint.. 2 H~ argued that; historically, it i~ ·a 1osll~ 
. . ' , / . I 
of traditional s·tatU:s. ari4 r(;!~pE!,ct over !time which has driven 
. ~ 
., . 
ce_;:-tain Il1inqr i ty cv-oups tp 'bring up their· children.· i~ such 
a manner that they emerge _with a high value on achievement 
l 
and autonomy. Acco.rding to Hagen, this explains why social 
0 
minorities are pre-eltlinent in proviM.ng the entrepreneurial 
. \ , 
stimulus for ~conom,ic growth. C) 
Ha-gen's theory is particu1arly perti-nent to this study 
because he hypothes-i. zes a ;relationship between . so~ething 
akin to need 'achievement ("value on achi'evement) an(} the· 
.. 
early upbringing of the child. 
II 
1. Everett E .. Hagen, On the Theory of Social . Change:., 
How Economic Gro~·ith ·Begins (Homewood, Illinoi<S: Dorsey 
Press, 1962). 
~ - . 
• / 
' ....... ( . ·. 
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In a number of theories of economiC" ~evelopment, in• 
<.. 
· . those that we have discussed as well as those of Alvin 
"\..--• 
· Hansen1 and Ayres, 2 technological pr~gress has been given 
the "pr :i.de of place." Like Joseph Schumpeter, A. H~ Cole 3 
and T.C. Cochran4 also regard entrep:r;eneurship as the vital 
' Progres::;ive _force in economic expansion. Accprdi.ng to these 
theoris:ts, if technologi.cal progress, tlioe introduction of 
. . 
new techniques which r·~ise the t_)roduc ti vi ty of available 
resources· for development i~ the motor of development, 
then th~ entrepreneur, the person who exerts the effort and 
accepts the risks involved in the introduction of the~'e 
innovations, is the m<lin mover of development. 
. . . ~ 
For Meier and Baldwin, entrepreneurship is an indis-
pensable variable in the economic development process. They 
._stated: 
"Even if a country has resources, labor supply, t:.echlcl.ogical 
. _}thowledge and capital, its productivity 'still cannot 
. / be effectively realized unless there are also active 
1 See Benjamin Higgins, Economic Development, pp> . . 120-
14 6. 
2 . . . . 
S!_. E. Ay1_es, The Theor:r of Economic Progress, Schocken 
Books (New York: \ The Univers;tt;Y _of Nprth .c~rol.ina Press, 




1959) 1 P• 28, . 
_le, Busineps Ente.rprise .in its Social 
assachusetts: Harvard Uni vet:si ty ~ess, 
"The Entrepreneur in Economic <:;haqge, " 
d Economic Develo ment.; ~d._ b.y ·Peter 
Free Pr~ss, , pp. 95-108 • 
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entrepreneurs who have the abil~ orga11ize the 
other factors of ~reduction for the creation of 
economic · goods and who are economically motivated. 
For development does not occur spontaneously as a 
natural consequence when economic cond-itions are in 
some sense 1 rfght 1 • A catalyst or agent is needed 
and this requires entrepreneurial activity. "1 
Albert Shapiro is another notable proponent of the 
view that initiative-taking, risk-taking, and resource 
27 
.14 2 .' 
organizing (entrepreneurship) is- indispensable to·-a country. 
He expanded on this belief concerning the importance of 
entrepren~urship in the following statem.ent: 
"We all know by now that development is a c::omplex 
process · and that a region or economy is an open 
system i~ which old variables disappear forever and 
~ew ones appe_ar to confound us. There is no . single 
approach or technique that i~ both necessary and 
sufficient for regional development. However, there 
is ~o ~pproach that offers the same p6tential for 
development offereO. by a progr~m that. includes a 
strong effort to develop entre~reheurship."J 
Millikan a;~lack~er suggest that entrepreneurship 
is not something that is found in equal_ proportions in a,ll 
societies. They feel that without an environment that breeds 
. a group of men with strong motivation for personal achieve-
ment and · hab~t; · of h;~d work an¢ econom~the process of 
1 . d . Geral M. Me1.-er, and Robert E. B'aldwin, Economic 
Development (New York: Rober·t E. Kr.i eger · Publishing Company., .. 
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mo~ernizati.on may be long delay~d. 1 R. S. Eckaus says that 
the emerg~nce of entrepreneurs and the psychol·ogical ahd. 
cultural factors that account for them def'ine the crucial 
.b 
areas of research for under!'ltan~ing the bas.ic problems of 
. 2 
developm~nt. 
We could go on to· p more exarril'les .of e_co:-
nomists who give entrepreneu ship a central rC?le ·.iil dev~lop- · 
. . ·.. . . . -- .· . . . . . . .. ' : .. · , . . . ' . . ·· .\ 
merit theory~ . However; the fo eg'oin.g review of· economic• · · 
. . . . . - ~ , . . . .,, . . . . .. -"- . ! 
lit~rat~re' i.s suf.ficient· to,_ show that McGl'ii!lland 's ce)~c~pt . 
of achie:..em:ent inpt;_ivation is5 not outside . ~he-' mains~ream' of.· 
ecoftomic~ in· m~ki:ng entreprene~rship the main tnover of eco-
nomic ' progress·. McClellan¢1' s brand of psychoeconor_netrics is· 
therefore, 1?¥ nature, an integral part and a logical exten-
sion of a ·main current in econom~c .. thought. 
McClelland, in fact, made a very .considerable contri-
~ but.'ion t;o theoretical econqm~c;::s. 
, 
For wha.t a review of the 
litera.ture reveals is that, . de1;ipite ·the. fa~t that· many e~o­
nomists have empl_'lasized the ' ~mportance' o'f the en'trepreneur 
.a~~entrepreneurship for. ecopomic de·.~elopm·ent, _economists 
. 1 • 
have not rnad'e a thotougb study qf, the l:)reci~e functional . 
, .. . 
nature· of_ entrepx:eneurship and the yalues. associated. with it·. 
-. 
·
1Max F- . Millikan .and Do'nald L. M. Bl.acknel:: I eds., the 
Emerging Nati.on·s' (Bostpn ·: Little, .Brown: a~d 'company_, 196If·; 
. • .. 
2R.s< Ecka~~. •"T..echnological.Char ~ in - t~e ·Le:;s_ ~ 
Dev~loped Co\,lntries:; "·- in . Economic 'Deve lo merit: Challen . e 
and Promise·; e.d~ b,y S~ephen SpJ.egelgl.as an:_ ··c ar ·es J _. 
Welsh (Englewood -Cliffs, New : Jersey: Pr.en tfce-Hall'~· Inc., 
1970.), .. Pfo 16 ~-1 11 •· . . ·,_ ' . . . 
;. 
. ) 
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It was lAft to McClelland to make conceptionalization o~ 
, . · 
"<entrepreneurship sufficiently precise · to bring it into _·the 
scope of empirical investigation. 
McClelfpnd's ~heory · 
0 
.McClell.arid defines !lfled for achievement as a des·ira . 
• t • • ' -~ 
for excellence in order tc)- attain.; a s~~s~ of. pe.tsonal acc-~m~ 
' .. ' 
plish~en.t.1· ' Mcciell.and.contend~d that neeq achieven\ent·; · ··· .. 
• • ' ' • 0 ~' • • 
·• 
.... ~ 
. -- . ··.·. ·.· ·.· 
. ~ · . ; 
f · .. 
. . 
~ast~ry .tr.aining-· during ~outl)', . i:i~its me;t' e~~ entr~p~~rieuri~t . ' . . · ' .... . 
•. · • • • • •. '·' . . .. · · : ,.:, t. · .. . -· ' •• • ·: • • 
rol.es and resul'ts. in -·more. entrepreneurial activity-; 2 ·:: · · .M-~ciel.:.. · 
. . . . . " . . 
lahd, like ~any· economists, 
' ~ . -, 
. I . , 
entrepreneurial activity at 
•· r: . 
b~lieved that the impro~em~nt .. qf" 
the indi v·id~al 'level :w~s . necessary · 
il) o'rder 'to .increase the rat~ .o{ economic development. 
. ' 
A paradigm of McClelland.' s ·bas.ic model, which is· 
prepented in_ Figure 1, depicts ·-the centr~l -~ po~i._tion ~f need 




and en'trepreneurial activity in. his · ~heory of 
economic development. McCielland Glescrib.ed people. with . high 
-~ 
· need achieveme9~ a~ _follo~s: 
".People· .with high ne·ea ·achie,ie.men.t · appear to work 
harder '·when there. is . a chimc_e that perso·nal .efforts 
will make a diff~rence in the outcome. ·. Specifically; 
they do not work 'harder .. under a).l possihiiities .Of : 
winning but only whe·n . t):\ere is some chance of losing • . 
Fur~hermoret theY, do no·t -W()rk harder at roO.tirie tas.ks, · 
1 ' ' . . . . . ··.. · , . · .. . · .. • _.· 
. See H,ans . L. ~ Zette.rberg, On Theory and Veri,fi~ation 
in .·Sociolog:;{ (~ew ·York: -T~e .T_i::essl e·r Pr,e~s r'_..-1954) ·, p. 30 • . 
\ . ' . 
2McClell nd_,. The Achi~vi~g socie ty, ·-P·. 2~9··. 
\ ' . :. .. ' 
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but only at ' tasks which appear to regui~e some degree -
of men~al manipulation, originality or new angle of 
approach t6r suecessful solution."l 
The characteristics attributed to people with high 
31 
need achievement in the above statement are very similar to 
·' 
those of ~he entrepreneur ~ho is by definition progressiv~ 
. and innovative, a taker of calculated risks who is not bound 
. ~ 
' by tradi ticn. 
--McClelland's contention that persons .with high need 
achievement te~d ~o pref~r occupations or tasks involving 
some risk (such·. as' that in th·e innovative role of the. entre-
preneur)~ is supported in his own research with children. 2 
More support for McClelland'~ hypothesis. that people with 
high need achievement pr~fer occupations which inv0lve some 
,., 
moderat€ degree of risk or challenge comes from Atkinson 
~. ·. 
an<\ Feather. 
' Atkinson 9la~med that it is precisely those people 
· with a high levei of n~ed achievemenu w~o are sensitive to 
.. 
, cpa:oges- in economic oppor.tun i ties, ·whereas those with a low 
·• ! . 3 
~evel of need· achievement are . no~. Figure 2 helps to. 
) < 
...  .. .-
illustrate t'he J= indi'ngs 'of Atkinson -and F;eathe r concerning 
·(\ 
1 ' . . · <I McCle,llan_d, The Achieving Society, p. 226. 
2
oavid C. M~;:Clell;nd, '~R~sk Taking in Children with 
High and Low Need for Achievement," in -Motive's in Fantasy, 
Action arid Socie'ty, ed. by J.W. A.:tkinson (Princeton: D. Van 
Nostr?-nd,' 19~8) , · pp . . 306- 321 . 
3J.W. Atkinson, ·"Moti vational Detei;Jllinants of Risk-
Taki~g Behaviour," Psy~hological R~view, 64, 1957, 359-372. 
'J 
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what happens when need for achievement and_o~portunities 
(degree of risk) covary. 1 










0. 0. 1. 00 
1<1! 
Low .Achievement Motivation· 
.10 , .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 . . 70 .80 .90 1.00 
P~obability of success at ·task 
.. 
Figure 2. The Interaction of Achievement Motivation . 
and Probability of Success in Determining 
Approach of a Task. 
Figure 2 shows that a person with a · high le l o.f 
achievement motivat_ion tends to se'lec.t tasks at mode ate . 
. . 
difficulty whe~e prqbability of success is equal to .SO. A 
man with a low level of achievement motivation also tends to 
I , 
approach moderately difficult tasks more_ readily _tha he _does 
those with a highe~ or lo~er deg~ee of difficulty, Q t h i s 
·performance curve is flatter, i~dicating · th~t he ~ay show 
, 
1J.W. Atkinson and N.T. Feather, eqs., A Theor¥ of 
1\chie'vement Motivation (New YorJe: John Wiley &· •Sons, ~ r.nc., 
~9 6~)}', pp. 327-340 • 
. \ 
·;-;· ... :.J:.'::~~·~; .... · ... :' . · .. -:--
-· 
.. · 





little differential preference for tasks as a function of 
.... 
their difficulty. In fact, his curve indicates that he w~ll 
attempt very few taskslat all. 
This research supports not only McClelland's theory 
but also tne so-called rational model of economic develop-
;· 
ment, which holds that most men naturally seek to maximize 
their interests given the particular situations and con-
s.train tS> in which they find themselves. The e'f feet of achieve-
ment motivation on ~esponse to opportunity may well e~plain 
experiences with development programs inMrecent .years which 
suggest that people do not .always respond to incentives 
which change some of the . major constraints of their situa-
tions. A low level o~ achievement motivation may be such a 
great constraint that the reactions of a particular man or 
group of men to new opportunities may be so small as to be 
ineffective and unnoticepble. 
Economic actiyity can be s 'uacessfully stimulated by a 
policy of changing incentives alone~ dowever, ~here are 
numerous instances in economic development ~here peopl~ have 
failed to act in their own self-interest and take adyantage .. 
of new opportunities p~ovided by incentives. Part of the 
. . 
problem may be that people with low levels of need achieve-
ment, although they may b~ a~are of the new opportunities, 
do not exert enough effort to capitalize on them. As Meier 
says: 
"Of course vigorous economic activity has been and 
can be success,fully enco~aged by a policy of 
changing incentives alone; but only if the target 
1 
-· 
. . . ... - -~-,---.., 
'' 










... 1' ., , __ ,.
population (entrepreneurs, managers in public 
~enterprises and the like) have the appropriate inter-
ests, strategies, time perspectives--in short if they 
have the ao~ropriate structure of response to the 
.situation." 
Research into McClelland's achievement motivation 
34 
concept may well provide the tools for effecting ~he appro-
, priate structure of response to changing incentives. A 
better understanding of methods or ways of increasing the 
need' achievement level of a population may result in 
increased effectiveness of the ra,tional model· in · promoting .. ~ 
~conomic development. 
r . 
McClelland's early wri~ings· concerning the role of 
ac~ievement motivation in entrepreneu~ial activity,and 
indirectly in economi~ development were discouraging to any-
one attempting to accelerate economic growth and development 
because the need to achieve seemed to be a relatively stable 
""" 
pSrsonal characte~istic rooted in experiLnces in middle 
. . . 
childhood. 2 This implied that all a developer could do was 
to try to change parental habits of childrearing--known to 
be very resistant to change--and then hopefully wait for the 
children to grow up with a stronger need to achieve. 
McClelland, himself, recognized this problem and set 
out to determine whether or not it was poss~ble to increase 
the level of achievement motivation among adult$, especia~ly 
1Gera·ld M. Meier,· Leading Issues in Economic;:: Develop-. 
ment Studies in International Poverty (2nd ed.; New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1970), p. •668. · 
2
see F i gure 1, page of this paper. 
r 
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adult businessmen. McClelland and Winter reported that 
.participants in short Achievement Motivation courses in 
India, Spain, the United States, and Mexico showed signifi-
cant improvement in many aspects of entrepreneurial perfQrm-
Q 
ance 1 both as compared with themselves before the course and 
as cQmpared with three other groups of controls. 1 Course 
participants showed more , active business behavior. They 
worked longer hours and made more definite attempts to sta~t 
. ' 
new business ve"ntures. Also, they actually !ttarted• more such 
ventures and made more ' specific in_vestments. in~· new, fixed 
. productive capital. F inaLl.y I they employed more ·workers and 
, D , 
tended to havs relatively la~ger percetttage increases in 
gross incomes ?f their .fir~s ~ . McClelland -and Winter con-
cluded that the motivation of adult businessmen can be ., 
.. . ~ -. 
. changed in such a wa_y that it resul.ts in concre'te increases · 
. . t t d 1 ' t 2 ~n ~nves me~ an emp oyrnen . 
, . 
The results of this latter study and many other 
studies for ·ather par.ts of, tl)e- ·wo-:tl~, 3 which indicate that 
. I 
needo achievement or some rea,ona!?_lg· fa<?si~ile thereof can be 
incre~sed by ~hart intensivl· courses for adults, has cause~ 
--McClelland to ):'evise his thinking concerning the sigpi-ficarice 
of the middle childhood period on sub.se,quent levels of 
1oavid c. McClelland and Davi d G. Winter, · Motivating 
'Economic Achievement (New Yor-k) The Free Press, 1969), p . 230. '\" · 
2rbid~ I p. 339. 
. I 
3oavid c.'. McClelian·d, The Ach,ieving Society (New York: 












achiev~ment motivation. He states: 
"So oiviously the period of middle childhood is no t ;) 
so crucial as., I thought it was when I wrote this 
book. · It may be the easiest time to deve~op lasting n-
achie~ement--although we do not even know that for . 
sure--but ·certainly events in later l~·fe can al'so 
significantly alter n-achievement levels. ".1 
Whi~ · it is true that many people do not have a · suf-
ficient leyel of achievement motivation t? respond in a_ mean-
\. 
ingful way to economic incentives, .what is ···-signif;:icant for 
the _th.eory of . . develqpment is tl::tat their response .to _economic 





McClelland, The Achieving Society, p . . E . 
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CHAPTER .i .IV 
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION IN. THE NEWFOUNDLAND DAIRY 
INDUSTRY: A THEORETICAL MODEL 
~chi~vem~nt motivation, which is d~fined as a desire 
. . 
for .excellence in. order to attain a . sense of personal. accom-
plishment m~y be displayed in a number of· different types· ·of 
act±'vi.ti.es. Such .. activities· include ·spo~ts •! ~ schooi achieve-
• v . ' - . . : . . . ' . 
rne~t. and occlipatio.n'al suc6ess .· : However·, . sin~f ·this study is 
conc.erned primarily wi'th the po'ssible ;~ffe.ct /o~·· -achievement 
. ' . . . .J. ' 
motivation on eritreprene.urship and national or"provincial 
. . ' . , . ' 
economic development, emphasis ·will be placed on the rela- . 
tion_ship between ashievement motivation anc;l occupational 
performance. Due to 'time, space, financiai, and other con-
straints, this ~esearch .is further limited to the dairy sec~ 
. 
tor of the agricultural industry. 
' . 
Although the dairy sector of the Newfoundland agricul-
.ture industry (and indeed the .total agriculture .industr¥) is 
a very small part of the· total provincial economy, advanc~s 
made here, as in any other ·business or resou,t'ce . sector' con-
tribute to ' the economic development of the province~ If a 
strong r~lationship can· be demonstrated to exist between 
need for ~iev~en.t and . ~rqgressi ve and inno,vati ve (entre·.:. 
preneurial) behavior on the part of dairy . fariners an<} 
·I 
37 . .-. 
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38 
between need for achievement. and level of performance or 
success as a dairy farmer, . there is no reason why ohe should 
not expect to find the same relationship in 'other industries 
such as fores~ry, the fishery, and the business sect9r . 
An illustration of the theoretical model used in this 
.. 
(( study is presented in Fi;ure 3 ~ "Th.is model is based on 
McC1elland's · basic model which was - presented earlier. It is 
~- . ' 
an ad~pt.~tion _ofl the m~.d.el user by Rogers and Neill in t.· he~~ 
Columbian study. . 
· ''Th~ ~ociel· reflects MccL~l-land' s most re~e~t findings 
· and ~di3as cpnc~rning the origin of ach_:t~vement motivation. 
Achievement mot!vation may be the resuit ·of oh.ildhood train-
. i~g'(l ideology, religious bel.iefs, social rejection, social 
. - . . . . ' 
pressure 
In turn, 
generally 1 . Sp~cia lly de.Si;gned training 
. . \: .... 
a high level• of\.a:chiev.ement motivation 
. ~ · · 
"' courses, 
leads to 
E! t:ttr e pi:"Emeurial ability c;il)d· act;.i vi ty which result in 
etc. 
improved occupatbona~ performance and a faster rate of eco-
. . .. 
• · · nomid·" developm~nt'. 
~ ~"". : • • : · ·. ; ... . :.', :, . . . .. 1 
The central hypothesis ot this thesis is a · par~icular 
application of the hypothesis implicit 'in Mc~lelland's 
theoretical model. . The central hypothesis is . 'that the level 
. . 
of · performance (exc~ll.ence/suqcess) in dairy fa-rming in . Ne.w-
foundland is directly and significantly related to ach~eve-
~ . ' 
ment motivation. In order -to test this hypothesis, it 'ha 
. tRog~rs anq Ne'i~l, Ach:i,evement Motivation Among 
Columbian Peasants, .p."_ 18 •. 
. ' 
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been necessary to break it dbwn. into a number of empirical 
hypotheses which can be stated in op~rative terms. 
40 
Empirical hypothesis 1. The level of performance in 
dair.y farming as measured by the total numb~r of acres 
farmed varies directly wi~h the degree of achievement rnotiva-
tion. ( 
/ Since a large land base fs part~cularly im{':>ortant. in 
the case ·o.f the Newf9undiand· dairy indust:r::x.' where· imported · 
feed is very expensive, it is reasonaple to .ex·pect that the 
.. , 
' aJ1lOUnt of land ·.farmed is' a goo·d indic?tor of the level of 
·. perfor~an~e in the dairy . industry.. It is reasonable to sup-
oo pose, too, · that the dairyman's. ability to manage a l~rge 
. . 
land base is an indicator of the level of~his performance as 
a dairy farmer. 
Empirical hypothe!iiis 2. Level of performance in 
dairy farming as measured by the number o f acres owned by 
the dairyman varies directly with the level of achievement 
~ 
·motivation • 
. Of course·, many dairymen have inherited much ·of ·the· 
"· - ~a.nd which they farm . . . Neverthel.ess ~, it is true that the 
) . 
•uccedsful dairymen incre~se their land base through the 
purcha~e of additional lanq. ~h~ dair~an '.s ability to pur-
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Empirical oypothesis 3. The lev'el of performance in 
dairy farming as measure9 by the number of acres of forage , 
crops grown varies directly with the level of achievement 
motivation. 
_,; 
In Newfoundland, it is possible to grow hay for 
betwee~ $50.b~ . and $60.00 per ton; while the cost of imported ~ 
hay is in the $130.00 to $160.00 range. Thus_; tJvt.. nwnber of 
acres in ~otage crops is a very go~d indi~ator of .the level 
. . ~ 
of performance a!? a ·da-iry fa-nner in ' Newfoundlprtd. ·~ The use . 
of. :.l'rttpqrted hay, in::;tead .. or hay th~t th;: fa_rmer g~ows him-
" . ~- se;lf, coulq increase the annual feed .. ;cost . fp_r . each cow in 
hi& herd by s2oo:oo. 
~mpiri'cal hypothesis 4. The level of performa'nce in 
dairy farming as .measured· by the number of cows i~ the dairy .i 
herd varies directiy with the level of achievement motivation. 
Since the.dairy · farmer 1 s. main concern is producing 
m~lk, there is u:·t.t~e doubt that the ·size 0~ his herd i0 
very good indicator ·of his performance as a dairy farmer. 
Empirical hyp'othes~s 5. The level of 'performance in 
' dai'ry far:ming as m~asured by average milk production per cow. 
per annum varies directly with .the level of achievement 
motivation. 
It is reasonable to hypothesize .that milk output per 
CO'if is a good measure of a farmer Is efficiency and mana·g~.-
• 
ment ability. . This figure has a major effect on return on 
I 
' 
./ . . 
·· .. 
' • 
~ ' . :.: ' .. 
. : ·' .. . . .' ~. ; · .. 
., ·~.~·~ ....... ·_ 
' , . 
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.. , 
investment a~d, as sue~ it is a good.indlcator of1 a farmer's 
g~owth potential. 
Empirical hypothesis 6. The level ·ot pe~formance in · 
dairy farming as measured by total annual milk producti on 
(gross income) varies dire·ctly with th~leve·l of achievemer:tt 
. . .---- . 
motivation. 
Total milk production 'is a matter of prime concern to 
any . dairy .farmer. A·lso, it i ·s . an indiC.~t.ion not only of his. 
~erformanc::'e· as . a farmer bu.t also of his ... c6ntril;>~tion to . the 
provincia.+ .. economy,- Since ali Newfoundland fci!.rmers. receive. 
. . 
a set ,price per p~und - of milk, ~ilk~ productiqn is directly 
related to gross income,. anoth~r i.nde:X of dcc\ipational 
·success-:-
Empirical hypothesis 7~ · The leve-l of performance ·in 
da·iry ·farming as m~asured by the amount of initiativ_e shown. 
f 
-in.farm acqui~al and the degree of success in subsequent · 
development of the farm varies di.rec::tly" with th'e level of 
achievement .rnoti va tion • . 
. This measure,. of excellence in · dairy farmin·g dis tin- · 
. .. 
guishes between six ca:te·gorie~ of · dairy. · farmers~ The ·cate-· 
. . . 
gories are: ... (11 i:armers who · inh~i::ited a dairy farin wh i ch 
. . . 
. has deteriorated .since take-over by the . pres-ent own~r. ; ( 2) 
farmers who · inher:.i ted their farms "in l}IUCh the ' sante co'ndi tio~ as 
· theY ~e ~today; C 3 )· farrhers who i"ntui!r.i te·d _ their land :and a 
somewha.t smaller da~ry herd; · ( 4 i . farmers . who inheri_te~ dairy 
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some land only and increased fheir acreage · as ~ell as 
developing ·a dairy herd; ana (6) farmers who completely 
developed their own farms themselves: 
Information obtained from interviews as well as 
" 
informa'tion available ·from _. the Agriculture J?.i vision of the 
Newfoundland Department of F:orestry alf..d -Ag.riculture was used 
. ~ .. . 
to fit each farmer . into_· _a specific cate9ory~ 
Empirical · hypq~hesis 8. . Th.e·· .- l~ve1 ·o~·- peifor~ance in: 
. . dairy farming . a·s . measured. by . b:i'eedi'ng, inn'ov~ tive~ess ' a_nd 
flexlbiiity .,;~l, . .'i~s :dir~ctly'. with': the le~ei of . . achi~v~inent. ~- · 
. . , . . . . . . ·~ 
. .. 
. , 
motivation~ . '.· ·.1 
. ·' ,_ 
. · ,i 
·. , . 
_lfhe . bre~ding p1;,6g~am ~is a very imp.ortant aspect of 
. . , 
dairy farm management. · If special -care· is _not taken tC? s-=e 
that cows-are _bred at the right time and to quali.ty bu~ls ~ 
a high leve.l . of milk production cannot -be maintained. A .' 
. .. : . ' . . . " . 
. good breeding program., is indispensable· if a_ f~rme:r· .l,·s · to 
il\\prove th~ milk . prod~?ing capabil i ty of ~is . 'dairy herd . 
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es~iential. if this goal is to' be attained.- Records are· neces-
., . ~ ~ --
sary in order to determine a . cpw' s 'fee(\ requi.r€!~.ents 1 · w'hfch 
.. 
bull a. given· cow 'should b.e bre.d .. .:tol' ?Jien a pa'rtic-ul~r -~ow' 
should . be culled, . arid a number r;>f . other·' factors. 
\, lb, , · 
' ~ I 
', .. _'lo, 
., 
. ;Emt>irical .h~'pothe!'lis 1·0. The level of pe.tfor~i:tnce· . 
.· .... 
. '• 'c. ' . . 
,.!; 
;.. . . 
f ,; 
• J. 
•' -~ . ' . 
~ . . ; . 
i " . · 
! . 
. . . . ·z,.·_ . .. 
• • ~ l 
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l 'Empirical hypothesis 11. The level of performance in 
dairy farming as measured by the level o~ investment in 
improvements during the two years preceding the interview 
< 
yarie·s directly with the level of achievement motivation. 
Points were allocated to each improvement listed as 
being completed by a given farmer, during the two years 
preceding his interview, on tb~_ ~asis of cost. The level of 
\, 
improvement made by a farmer during the two years in gues-
tion, · is a good indicator of his performance as a dairy 
farme'r. It is also an indication that he is not satisfied 
) ' 
but _is still pursuing improvement, ~ 
' 
The ,reade~ may -wonder why economic performance or 
excellence is judged by eleven separate criteria. · Would 
not the- single criteria of an indi vidual dairy farm's prof-
itability be a sufficient measur~ of 'its owner's economic 
performance? There are several objettions to using prof-
itability to measure econom~c performance. First of "'all,.' 
businessmen do not like to give o.ut in forma ti·on concerning 
profits. Simply stated, the interviewer is ,npt likely to 
get accurate information about profit~ . In any case, in 
·..; 
farm businesses · such as dairy farms, profitability is com-
puted primarily for tax purposes, and it is notorious that 
' 
' 
very su~essful businesses (often the most succ~ssful) show 
low profits. 
The next discuss the -methods used 
for testing the preceding hypotheses and the results that 
were obt-ained~ 
. . ' 
. 
: .': :: '..... ~·· ' . 
.. . 
. •: 
... (J, ' 
J. 
,! .. , ·' 
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METHODOLOGY FOR TESTING THE THEORETICAL MODE·L,. 
Sample and Sampling Procedures 
The sample ;or the presen~ study consisted of forty-. 
seven Newf~undland dairy farmers. Dairy farmers were chosen 
for .·the study for three reasons: (i)· they are a readily 
identifiable group; (2) they,are relatively accessible f9r 
the purpose of interv~ewing; and (3) the sample si~-~ 
. . 
< 
adequate for the purposes of this study. 
"The names, addresses, and' telephone numbers of all . 
forty-seven dairy farrners . in th~ province were obta~neti from 
the Agrieulture Division of·the Newfoundland Department of 
Forestry ·and Agriculture. The dairy~en were contacted by 
phone concer.ning the importance, purpose, and nature of the 
study. 
Field In'terv.iewing 
All of the interviews were conducted by the author 
during 1::J1e months of December, 1977, and January and February, 
1978. Forty-four dairy farmers were interviewed. In order 
to b.etter flt into the farmers' busy schedules~ most of the 
interviews were conducted in the evening. Each appoin~ment 
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the farmers' convenience. 
Only three of the forty-seven dairy farmers · in New~ 
found land were not interviewed. They would no.t _agree to 
provide the interviewer with the information required. 
Each of the dairy farmers interviewed was adminis-
tered a questionnaire which consisted of three achievement 
~ motivation scales and a number of questions concerning farm-
. 
ing . pe~fo~ance . The three achieifement motivation scales 
used were The Lynn Achievement Motivation' Scale, The Smith 
Quick Measure of Achievement Motivation, and the Rogers and 
Neill A~hievement Motivation Scale. 1 \ 
Scale Analysis 
Due to the lack ~of confidence of many researChers in 
the validity of achie~ement motivation scales, three scales 
were used ins~ead of one. 
.. 
Validity 
• Scale validity refers to the ability of a sca~e to 
measure what it is supposed to me~sure. If it does this, it 
.~s said to ' be valid. Although this is one of the most 
critical aspects of scale analysis, it is the most difficult 
to determine. However ;:··a number of methods of determining 
scale validity are used. 
1Th . . e guest~onna~re 
Each individual scale has 
bottom of the appropriate 
used is presented in ·Appendix A. 
been identifie d by a note at ~he 
page. 1 
I 
. · ... · 
·· . . 
. ' .. . ' ·. • , 
.j 
: ' · ·, , -
,;. ' .· 
48 
Face Validity.~-All three achievement motivation 
scales used in this study have been carefully designed for 
face validity--that is to say, all items in the scales are 
consistent with the definition of ac;hievement mot·iva.tion. 
tt 
Jury Opinion.--Jury opinion is very similar to the 
face validity concept mentioned above. It refers, however, 
to examination and ac~eptance of the items of a scale as 
consistent with the defi'nition of achievement motivation 
;...,._ 
by a number of researchers rathe~ . than just one. 
The. question-completion scal·e used in this' ·study, is 
similar t~ the one used by Rogers and Neill in Columbia. 1 
After examination at the Facultad de· Sociologia at 
' Universidad Nacional de Columbia, it was dee~ed to 
passed the jury test. 2 The other.two achievement motivation 
scales used in this study have also been used by various 
researchers to measure achievement motivation. 3 
Known Groups.~-Both the smith Quick Measu~e of 
Achievement Motivation _Questionnaire and the Lyn~ Achieveme~t 
Motivation Questionnaire have measured. up qui.te well when 
adrniQistered to categ?ries of ind~vidual~ who are known to 
be high or low in achievement motiva tion . The eight-item 
1 Rogers and Neill, ... Achieve~ent Motivation Amon 
Columbian . Peasants, p. 43. ~ 
2 Ibid. 
3 
.See pp. 48-49 of the present study . 
. -_. ~-.. -_., .· 
- : . 
. . . ·. 
~· . . ,· 
·. 






Lynn Motivation Questionnaire has proved successful in · dis-
tinguishing between university students, managers, and 
.naval officers. 1 The ten-item Smith Quick Measure of 
Achievement Motivation Questionnaire was able to distinguish 
between men drawn from the Who's Who list and a sample of 
,eighty-nine men drawn from a panel of volunteers. In addi-· 
- -
tion, when the forty-four men from Who's Who were separated 
-~into two categories, "Business and '.Soi)lrtlerce u and "U11iversi ty 
and Civii Service," the superiority of the "Business an~ 
Commerce" group was significant at the 0. 01 level ( t = 4 •. 69; ·· 
d.f. = 17,25). 2 
( 
_ Independent Criterion.--This method of determining 
scale valid~' ty involves the relating of the scale to another 
measure of tti same concept: . As already men t~oned I -in my 
qwn study thre need achievement scales were used. 
Table 1 shows that the coefficients of corPelation 
among the three achievement motivation scales that I have 
administered are significi;lntly di£ferent from zero at -the 
) 
1 per cent level or bett-er. They provide a valid measure-
ment of achievement motivation. 
1 Richard Lynn, "An Achievement Motivation Question-
naire," Briti•h Journal of Psycholqgy, 60 (4); 1969, 529-
534. 
2 J. M. Srni th, "A Q~ick Measure ·of Achievement ' Motiva-
tion," British Journal of Social and Clinicar Psychqlogy, 
12, 1973, 137-143. 











PEARSON ~T CORRELATIONS AMONG THE LYNN, 
SMITH AND RCJGE.RS AND NEILL, ACHIEVEMENT , 
MOTIVATION SCALES ~ 
Scale Scale 
Lynn Smith Rogers & Neill 
Lynn • 7 3* . 75* 
·smith J . 77* ) Rogers and 
Neill ·; 
*Significant at the 1 per cent level or better. 
Internal Consistency 
Internal consiste~cy is the degree to which i terns in 
a scale measure the same dimensi9n. In this study 1 item-to-
' 
total s,core correlations and item-to-item correlations were 
used to determine the degree of internal consistency of the 
Ly~m, Smith, and ~~~ers and Neill achievement moti va tiqn 
scales . .. · \ '\. 
Item-to-Total Scoie Correlatiop.--As previously men-
tioned 1 all three,. achi.evemen t motivation scales have been 
validated by previo~s researchers and they have also been 
demonstrated, by the present author, to be valid measures 
~f achiev~_g_tent motivation for Ne~~tfoundland dairy . farmers • 
There·fore, since' the total scores represent a recognized 
measure of achi~vement motipa1;.ion, i tem-to'-total score 
• • ..-.~----:· 7 









correlations indicate the degree of internal cons is ti.ency. or 
the relative contribution of each item to the meas.urement 
of achievement motivation. Extremely high or low correla-
tions are not desired as a too high correlation would indi-
cate a lack of need for a scale, while a low correlation 
( 
would contribute little to the measurement .of the concept 
in question. 
The item-to-total score correlations for the three 




ITEM-TO-TOTAL SCORE CORRELATIONS FOR THE LYNN, .SMITH, AND 
ROGERS AND NEIL!J ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION SCALES 
~ 
Scale~ Achievement Scales 
Item 
No. Lynn Smith Roger 
'1 . 4 5* • 69 * 
2 • 81* • 66* 
3 -.09 . 21 
4 • 39* . 35** 
5 • 81* • 33** 
6 • 46* • 65* 
7 • 42* . 14 
8 • 78* 
' ' 
. 53* 





13 \ 14 15 
*Significant at the 1 per cent level or better. 
**Significant at the 5 per cent level. 
& Neill 
. 56*· 














Note: The ·actual items used in each o f the achievement 
motivation scaies are listed in Appendix A. ·· 
. ·,.j,· 











The low item-to-total scqre correlation for item three1 in 
the Lynn scale indicates that this i tem makes no significant 
contribution to the measurement of achievement motivation 
f? 
among dairy farmers in Newfoundland, and thus, in this case, 
should be droppeo from the scale. The low but· non-
significant correlations of items three and seven to total 
score in the Smith · s~i~e also raises questions as to the 
valu·e of their, c~~tl~~bions. 
. : il .· ( 
· · Intercdrre·lat.:i,ons Arqon Scale Items: --Item-to-i tern 
correlation provid ~l 'another indication of internal con-
s·iste'ndy. Inter~~rrelation matrices for each of ~e three 
achievement motivation scales ~ndicate that the relationship 
between scale items is fo·r the most part P,Osi ti ve but low. 
Thus it may seem reasonable that a multiple item scale 
ra_ther thfn ~ single item is needed to measure achievement 
mot.ivation. 
Reliability 
The term reliq,bili ty refers to the consistency with 
which a scale will measure whatever it does measure, or ibe 
degree to which a scale will produce similar results when 
"1. 
administered to th~ same individuals over time. 
Three common techniques for measuring reliability 
are: test-retest, mult:iple forms, and the spii t-half method: 
Time and cost considerations, as well as consideration of 
/' 
1 Individual itemS' of each' scale are prese nted in·"-.,_ 
· ,Appendix 'A. I 










the effect~ of increased response buz: den on the part of 
farmers 1 prevented the use of the test-retest method in 
this study. However 1 both the multiple forms and split-
. half methods were utilized. 
53 
Multiple Forms.--If two or tnore scales have been 
produced ·to measure the same dimension and each subjet;:t in 
the sample scores each of the scales 1 then the correla-
tions be,..tween the scores o .n the different scales prov~e a11 
estimate ..of their reliabJli ty. The fact that a · high degree 
of correlation exists between scores on the Lyn·n, Smith, 
and Rogers and Neill achievement motivation scales has 
already been demonstrated"' in Table 1. 
Spli t-Hal.f· Method. --The difficulties that are often 
associated with the test-retest and multiple or equivalent 
•• 
forms method·s of testing reli.ability led to the development 
of the split-half method. In this case, ,the items of a 
scale are divided into reasonably equivalent sub-scales and 
1
r•armers are asked to fill out so many survey forms 
that they are _ fast arriving at a point w!1en they will refuse 
to complete questionnaires for anyone. 
) 
" f' .) .. 
!~ 
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54 
the original test a Spearman Brown formula 1 was used to 
correct or step up the lialf-test correlation to the e xpecte d 
full-length value. The resulting corre~ted split-half coef-
f icients for the Lynn, Smith, and Rogers and Neill scales were 
.72, .53, and .92, respectively. 
Scoring Agreement 
Two of the achievement motivation scales used in th-is 
study (the Lynn and Smith scales) . I required simple yes/np, or 
true/f~l'se type answers. Since no subjec.tive scoring w,as 
' involved, scoring correlation was not necessa ry in those 
cases . 
In the· ca~ of the Rogers and N~ill sentence-
completion scale, two methods of determining scoring agree-
men t were used: inter- judge agreement and judge agreement 
over. time. 
I \ ·-
.rnter-jud9e Agreement: --Three judges scored the ; sent.~.~ce-
? . 
cornp.letion achi~veinent scale for each of the forty-four farm·~rs 
sui;"veyed. ' .The judges who scored .the sentence-completion scales 
I 
included a pro'fessor and two graduate students at Memorial Uni-
,vez:sity. All thr·ee judges were thoroughly familiar .with the. con--
cept of ·achievement motivation . The three :judges used the same 
1 . . 
. Robert L·. Ebel, Measuring Educational Achievement · 
(Englewood -Cliffs, 'New J~a.rsey:· Prentice Hall, Inc., 1965), 
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scoring guide. The guide is presented in Appendix B. 
Inter-correlations computed among the total scores 
assigned by the judges were .91, .84, and .87. This is a 
rather high level of inter-judge agreement. It is a higher 
level ·than the • 78, .62, and . 75 correlations of inter-
judge agreement reported by Rogers and Neill in their 
Columbian study.). 
Judge Agreement Over Time: --This method of determining 
' . ~ ) 
• scoring agreement involves the scoring of the questionnaires 
' • by one j.udge at two different points - in time. The author 
scored the completed achievemen_t mo ti va tion scales a second 
~ 
time approximately three months after the first scoring. 
,. 
. The coefficient of correlation between the· two groups of 
scores was . 9 7. 
Farm Performance Crit~ria 
Most of the farm performance criteria, i-.e., number 
of cows, total milk production, etc., are self-explanatory; 
however, some of the criteria used ma_y require elucidation. 
The· amount of initiative shown in farm acquiral and 
the degree of success in sUbsequent farm development is 
divided into six different categories ranging from the 
smallest level to the highest. 2 Information from.farm 
1 /,.;·\ . 
Rogers and Neil);; Achievement Motivation Among 
Columbian Peasants, p.--···sJ. 
2The hix categories' are presented in Section V of 
. Appendix A. 
/ 
~.. .-~-~---
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interviews, data available from the Agriculture Division of 
• 
the Newfoundland Department of Forestry and Agriculture· and 
advice from the prov_incial dairy sp·ecialfst was used to fit 
each farmer into a specific category.. Each farmer'·s score 
was determined by the category · he was in. Scores ranged 
from ·1 for the lowest cate.gory to 6 for . the ·highest. 
Breeding inn6vativ~'i-tess and :¢·1e?'ibillty! and qual'ity 
of records were measur'ed in much the sam~nner. . The 
I ' 
dairymen 1 S · descr_iptiOnS Of ·the{r farming practi.CeS were USed 
to fit themselv'·e ·s ..-into specific categories rang.ing· .from. 
'least innovative and f1exible to . most innovat;.ive and flex-
ible in the case of the breeding program. The same was done 
.... 
from the quality point of view for ptroduction records. Each 
farmer • s ~core was determined- by the 'category he was in. 
I . . " 
The speci,~ic categories used in each case may be seen in 
Sectio·n lv of Appendix A. 
lnnova tiveness was measured by determining .-the farmer's 
,• \ 
·_. _propensity to_. adopt new farming ·machinery and_ t~chn~qu~·s. A 
.1ist -9f d.;d.ry far¢· ,e.quipine}\t was prepar.ed. A farme.r ' .s score 
. . 
On the· .i.rinova tiVei;leSS scale was .determined by ~~-e number of 
thes.e pieces Of eq~ipment that he actually usel. If his 
• 1 • • • • • . • . . ., • 
operation was -com:P"l.etely ~.anual, his s~ore was o. If· he 
~sed ·one of· .the pieqes of. equipment on· t_he list, he scored 1; 
if he , USed tWO pieces, he Scored 2, and ,SO bn •. ·. 
.. .' . 
. .. 
... . -
' . , 
l· 
; 
· . . 
. ~ .. ,: 
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All data from the completed questionnaires (raw and 
coded where necessary) were punched on IBM cards by the 
author. Coding and punching operations were checked for ' 
accuracy . 
• 
A computer program. (De!::)t ;12) ·from the Univ~rsi ty of 
,/l.lbe:I;"ta titl~d "Pearson Product Moment. Correlations" was 
'. 
used to obtain most of the correla'tions a:nd sJ.gnif~C:apcy .,: 
' ' 
' ; 
.·data p.~;es~nted in this study.. The on.ly exception is the 
. spi'i t-half reliability correlations · for 'the three achieve~ 
. I 
ment motivation scales which were calcula1ted w·ith a desk 
calculator . 
SUmmary 
Th~s chapter has described th,e procedure used to 
gather and analy-ze qata for this study'. It has described 
the sample and presente_d. validity, internal cons'ist:ency·, 
reliability, : and, scoring agreement · criteria for the thr:ee 
a .chievement ·mqtiva tion scales 1,1sed. 
The scales have been d ·emonstr.ated · t;o ;-~poss·ess accept-
. ) . . . 
able levels of validity, ·teliabi1i ty, and.· i~e_.rnal consist-. 
. . ~-
enc:.y; and they ·also · show a high degree of : int~-judge and 
. ' . ' . 
over-time scoring agreement. ( 
I 
.... _. . . ·:·· .. , . ,. 
f' 
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FINDINGS: TH.E CORRELATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 
RELATIONSiUP BWI'WEEN : ACHIEVEMENT M01'IVATION · 
. ' .. . 
~ . , 
· .. }(No LEVEL-·. oF ··P~FORMANCE IN THE . 
. ',; . . . , . .. ... . . . ', .. 
~:~ .. . '::· ·, .· . ,_.:... -·: . . . · ·;.. . ~ .- · ~EWFO~iNDtAND :D~_IRJ . ·IN~US'rRY .- '·· i-. · .. . ... ... · 
,,., · .. . . ..,.,: : ·> · ... . · . ... · · .~ .... . : .. ~; :: . ' ·) -.,.· · _· . . . .. . .. 
. . 
,. 
'rable···i . s·haws the. corr.ela t-ions .. 'between ''the .:ciifferent 
' I • I .to •' \ ... '•' • :~ f/ ... 
. - ~ •,. , 1 , ' • •. " , '• f,i •' ,_.; I ' 1 ' ' •' • 
indicatc;>rs _of · perfor,:ua:nce in !.da·iry _farming .- ~sed iri this 
. study and . achi~vement motivation as m~as.ur~d 
. . ~ . ' . ' . ·. . . 
. ..: 
ach~evernent mot.i~atioi'i . scales : The t f.evel of sign':ifican?e of 
. ( . 
on three 
"ea.ch corre·lat!oif is a1~o _given •. 
• 0 ,•- .. 
da.iry -f.;t~min~ as inea.sure'd,, by' the · tot'ai number of·- at:: res. 
farmed varies d.irec~-iy with .th~ · l:e~el . of: achlevem.ent ·- ~ot-~ va-· ·.· 
. ~ ... ~ : . 
· ·:' 
,•. 
' : . . ·.· 
~ 1 . • • -~o!~reli:l.:tions .. bf:rtw~~n·· total a.cres.·· ~aimed· b:Y.:"dairy ' · • 
' , • ,_· • • ' ' ' . • • • I • · . • " 0 ' ~ • •, • • • •' • . ' • • ' ' • ' ' • , ' t 
fa~~~S. ~~~ . ~e~fd~fdl~nd:: ~~-~ a~~~ ~VeJ1l~nt' _ ~c{~~~~t~:on: :l_~vel:\ of . 
dairy . ~~rmerS 1 . .as measured_ on ~ ·the i;.htee achieV:ement :mot~ VC).- . 
·' · .
.. ·. ' 
.. ~ .. 
. .. -~- . (.,,·:. 
.. < -·~ ' .. '\f -~·:: _.,'.-. 
. .· . . . ,. . . 
• . 
' ... ~ ' .. 
.. .:~ . .. ~ ':. ·. . 
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t;:io'n s'cales; ~~re . 51, • 4 8 ,_ : ~nd. ··• 6 2. Th~lie ·corre.la tl?n~- . are ;. ~ ·• , . 
. ,. ... 
.. ~ \ 
si!i~Hica~t at ~e~~~r . th~~ · the 1 ' P!'r ;e:~ ~ !e~~<<>£: : ~~~-tf i~ . ·. . . '< .·: ' · .. '~···: :_}!.:  ~.:  .._: .
can~_e ·~: ' :-: Empi:d ,Ca1·.:hy)?othes.:is + .-~.s suppo:r_ted,~ · . ·:: . - ·. ·,_,. : ).~ . ·_. . . ; .~ .· 
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TOTAL SCORES ON THE LYNN, SMITH, AND 
ROGERS AND NEILL ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION SCALES AND 
INDICATORS OF PERFORMANCE IN DAIRY FA'RMING 
Indicators of 
Performance 
l. Total acres 
farmed 
2. Total acres 
owned 
3. Acres in forage 
crops 
4. Number of cows 
5. Milk productiorl 
per cow 
6. Annual mil:k 
production 
7. Initiative shown 
in farm acquiral 
and subsequent · 
development 
8. Breeding innova-
ti veness and 
flexibility 




11. Investment in • 
improvements 
du,ring two years' 
preceding inter-
view 
Measures af Achievement Motivation 
































. 75 * 
.81* 
.64*~ 
*Significant at the 1 per cent level or better. ~ 
**Significant at the 5 per cent level . 
l. I I 
---~----- ~ 







varies · d.,irectly with the level .of achievement motivation. 
' . Cor't<~lations between the number of acres owned by 
Newfoundland da,iry farmers and achievement motivation, as 
measured on the thr~e ·achievement motivation scales, were 
.41, .41, and .55. All three correlations are significant 
at the 1 per cent level. Empirical hypothesis . 2 is sup-
ported. " 
... 
Empirical hypothesi~ 3. The level of _performance in 
dairy farming, as measured by the. nl..J!Ilber of acres of forage 
crops grown_, varies directly with the level of achievemen.t 
motivation. 
Correlations between the number of acres of forage 
crops grown. and achievement motivation, as measured on the 
three achievement motivation scales, were .55, .49, and .69. 
~ 
All three correlations qre significant at the 1 per cent 
level. Empirical hypothesis 3 is supported . 
... 
Empirical hypothesis 4. The level of performaQce in 
da~ry fa;ming, as measured by the n .umber of cows in the 
' 
dairy herd, varies directly with the level of achievement 
motivation. 
Correlation between tMe rtuffiber ,of cows in the dairy 
herd and achievement ~ot.ivation, as measured on the three 
achi~vement motivation scales, were .72, .62, and .73. 
Thes~ correlations are ~?ignificant at better than the. 1 per 
cent level. Empirical hypothesis 4 is supported. 
I 
. ; / 
.......__.;;;;_ ;-, ,-. ~: .. :...._,.-.. _...,.-; ,.-, .~ •. ,-,._-.-c.,..,-. L;-:,----;-- · _ _., __ . 







Empirical hypothesis 5. The levelof pe rformance in 
dairy farming, as measured by average milk production per 
cow per annum, varies directly with the level of achievement~ 
motivation. 
Correlations between ave/age milk production and 
achievement motivation, as measured on three achievement 
motivation scales, were .30, .29, and .24. The firsi t~ 
correlations are significant at the 5 pe r cent level~The 
third correlation, although not significant, is in the 
., 
. , - . 
desired direction and is fairly strong. Empirical hypothesis 
5 is supported. · 
..... 
.. . . 
Empir~~thesis 6. The· l-e'V'el of performance in 
dairy farming, as mea~red by tqtal annual milk production 
(gross incom~varies directly with the level of aehieve-
~ 
me.nt motivat . 
Correlations be~een annual milk production and 
achievement motivation, _as measured on the three achievement 









relations are significant 
) Em,pirical hypothesis 6 is 
at the 1 per cent level or better. 
supported_. 
\ Empirical hypothesis 7. The lqvel bf ~erformance in 
I 
dairy farming, as measured by the amoun t of ~nitiativ.e shown 
. in , farm acquiral and the degree of ·success in subsequent 
development of the ~arm, varies directly with . the level of 
·achievement motivation. 
.; · .. 
-- -- --.- - __ '"~:_______ ·- . ~- -·- ~ --____, _____ "' __ 
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' ... · ·.·:· ' ·-: . - .. :\ ;_:; ~ - -, ' \ ·.~ . ' 
, • ... , . . ·· .. 
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G2 
Corr-elations between initiative shown in farm acquiral 
and success in subsequent farm development, and achievement 
motivation, as measured on the three achievement motivation 
scales, were .4B, .39, and .61. J.'\ correlations are signi-
ficant at the 1 per cent level or better. E~pirical hypoth-
esis 7 is supported. ) 
Empirical hypothesis 8. The ·.level of performance in 
dairy farming as ~easured by breeding innovativenes~ and 
flexibility varies dir~ctly with the level of achieve~~nt . 
motivation . 
. bC~rrelaPfo~~ b~.tween breeding i nnovati veness and 
flexibility and .achievement motivation, as measured on the 
three achievement motivation scales, were .47, .SO, and . 62. 
All three correlations are significant at better than the 
• 1 fer cent level. Empirical hypdthesis B is supported. 
Empirical hypothesis 9. The level of performance in 
dairy farming, as measured by the amount of detail and 
degree of accuracy in production and breeding records, 
varies directly with the level of achievement motivation. 
~ ' . 
Correlations between amount of detail. and degree of 
. . 
accura~y ip production and breeding records and achievement 
,. 
• ' ' . 
. motiwtion, a~ measured on thre~, · achievem~nt motivation 
scales-, weref.-52, .66, · a~75 . All three ·correlatf ons are 
significant at ~etter than the 1 per cent level. Empirical 
hypothesis 9 is · supported. 
f 
.. ~-
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63 
Empirical hypothesis 10. The level of performance 
in dairy farming, as measured by innovativeness, varies 
directly with the level of achievement motivation. 
Correl~~ions between innovativeness and acqievement 
motivation,as measured on the three achievement motivation 
scales, were .70, .80, and .81. All three correlations are 
significant at better than the 1 per c~nt level of signifi-
cance. Empirical hypothesis 10 is supported. 
Empirical l)ypothesis 11. The level of performance 
in dairy farming, as measured by the level of investment in 
improvements during the two years preceding th.e inte..rview, 
varies directly with the level of achievement m~tivation . 
• _Corre1ations between the level of investment in the 
time period specified and achievement motivation, as measured 
on the three achievem~nt motivation scales; wen~ .54, .53, 
and · .64. All three correlations are significant at better 




; All ~l~ve!l _ _ :_mgi~ical hypotheses are_ support~d. The 
high correlatio~s found - between achievement motivatipn and 
such indicatOJ;S of -pccupational performan_ce as acres 
farmed, acres owned, acres in forage crops, · the number of 
.<J " -
cows in the dairy herd, milk production per cow, :annual milk 
' ' -
.production, initiative shown in farm acquiral and development, 
·'' 
' ·'. ::::. 
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64 
breeding innovativeness and flexibility, quality of produc-
tion records, innovativeness, and ipvestment in improvements 
during the two years preceding the interview leave little 
doubt that the level of occupational performance ~n the New-
~oundland Dairy Industry is significantly assoc i ated with 
the · individual farmer's level of achievement motivation . 
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CHAPTER VII 
QUESTIONS RAISED BY PRESENT RESEARCH 
This study has taken as its premise the argument by 
James N. Morgan that, presumably at some point, ~t is advan-
tageous to give up a little of the parsimony and ~legance 
of economic theories concerning the behavior of ·consumers, 
· workers, and businessmen for improvement in the a~ility to 
explain and predict such behavior. 1 Hopefully, the broad J 
~. t . . .J 
goal of this study--to improve o_ne' s ability to explain how 
the social values of Newfoundlanders and the resulting 
behavior patterns may affect the rate of economic develop-
ment of the' province--has 'been attained without .undue sacri-
fice to the parsimo~y and elegance that economists seem to 
value so highly. 
The research findings presenteq above indicate that 
there is a highly s~gnificant relationship between achieve-
'ment motivation levels and economic performance on the part 
• 
of Newfoundland dairy farmers. Although correlation does 
not prove cause and. ·effect, this researc'h, by establishing 
_significant correlation, has raised important questi~ns 
.,.concern~!'g the possibility of a• cau.sal relatiohship which 
' ~~,; . 
,I 
1 James N. Morgan, "The Achievement Motive and Eco-
nomic E\enaviour," Economic Development and Cultural Change, 
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may have important implications for economic development 
~trategy in Newfoundland. 
It would be interesting to determine whether or not 
the ~trong relationship between achievement motivation and 
occupational performance on the part of Newfoundland dairy 
farmers holds true for other sectors of t-he agricultural 
,• 
industry, the fishery, the forest industrr, and the manu-
facturing and business sectors of the pr9vincial economy. 
. .. : · 
A number of other questions also come to mind:..,, -Do 
Newfoundlanders have lower levels of achievement motivation 
tha~ people in . more developed Canadian provin~es? Is a lack 
of achievement' motivation I on the part ,of Newfoundland~rs, a 
·. major f_actor in the. retarded rate of economic development in· 
~- .. 
· .. 
:.~~~ -~*UP? .t.rs 7!T.1' 
. .. , . 
.. 
the province? 
If it is ' found that Ne~found~nders have a lesser 
ne'ed for achievement than other Canadians and that this 
variable is an important factor in the province's retarded 
rate of economic development, - yet other questions must be 
answered. 
What is ·the reason for the low level of achieJernent 
.j 
~?tivation? What ca~sea it? 
Some people have charged that Newfoundland is a victim 
of neo-colonialism. Can the ' iow lev~ls of achievement 
motivation r~ferred to above be attributed. to the demoral-
"'· .. . ... . 
iz,ing infl~ence of neo-colonialism? Are the relatively 
low levels of achievernen~ motivation among outport . 
~ 
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67 
Newfoundlanders1 in any way related to the fatalistic out-
motivation outports, and in Newfoundland generally, 
caused by ge'o aphical isolation an'd relatively poor means 
of communic· What effect bas 
\ 
/ 
the tradit'onai: way .Of mtking a living, the inshore fisHery, 
. ,. 
~ ~~ had on the chie~ementt motivation T .. ong Newfoundlanders? 
;~~~~·'Co · d low levels oirev~ment motivat~on prev~nt 
or interfe witl:r a rapid ra~e o.f economic development in 
Newfoundland? Do lo~ levels of achievement motivation 
prevent New,oundl ders from~being entrepreneurs, from ~ak-
. , . 
ing advan"q.ge of natura~ opportunities as wel.l a!l new 
improved ones provided by provincial and federal incentive 
programs? 
~ 
~flow levels · of achievement motivation are a major 
impedi~ent to economic development in Newfoundland, what can 
• J I . 
, be don~ to . evade or ~emove the imped~ment? ~ ~ ' ' 
~ ~_,. How can the achievell\ent. motivatiod ,v,ariab~e pe used 
.... 
,,. 
to incre·ase tne rate 'of economic development in Newfoundland? 
1 
1other research ~y the author has indicated that need 
. achievement levelf of high . s~hool students li~ihg in rural 
areas of Newfoundland, as measured o.n the Lynn and Smith 
.need achievement ' scales, are signi~icantly lower than 
scores of urban high school students. Fo~ further details 
of this l1esearch, see Appendix· c ·. "' · 
. ' . 
2H~bert W. Kitche~, ~Difference in Value O~ie~tations," 
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68 
Should achievement motivation scores be used, as I.Q. scores 
have been, in the field. of education, to determine who gets 
the opportunity to take advantage of special programs? 
Should incentive programs be directed towards areas of the 
province where achievement motivation levels are already 
rel~tively high or should an effo/t be made to raise a9hieve-
ment motivation levels !n all areas of the province? 
If ~t is deemed ~ecessary for some political, eco-
nomic, or other reason to raise achievement motivation levels 
throug~out the whole province, how could this be done? 
What is the. role of improved means of communication, 
improved transportation networks, adult education, achieve-
., 
ment motivation courses, and.resettlement, in increasing 
achieve'ment motivation J_evels and economic development? How 
do incentive programs fit into this system? What other fac-
tors are -involved? 
Should major emphasis in a development stragegy for 
Newfoundland be placed on improved co·mmunicatioq, improved 
. . . . 
transportation networks, etc., or should more emphasis - be 
placed on . incentive programs? Maybe a careful combination 
of ~ both t<ype;; of programs would have a greater effect? 
... 
The policy implications of any presumed causal rela-· 
tionship betwee~ achievement l;tlOtivation and economic develop-
.ment are, of course, very considerable. But it should be 
. emphasiz_ed that this thesis has not established a d~finite 
c~usal relatio~ship, as is suggested by the fqregoing enumera-
tion of pertinent but unanswered questi_ons. 
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69 
Some of these unanswered questions refer to the 
inherent theoretical and factual boundaries of the present 
thesis. It ~s important that both social scientists and 
their audience be acutely aware of the practical limitations 
of any research since misplaced confidence has been a recur-
ring problem doing .much harm in the applica.tion of social 
science theories to social policy. 




in nature. · One should, for e?Cample , : be forewarned by the 
evident abuse of I.Q. tests that one should be cautious in 
using achievement motivation scores for determin.ing social 
o~ economic policy. 
These cautions notwithstanding, the present author 
feels that a great deal of further research into the rela-
tionship between achievement motivation and economic develop-
· . 
ment is justified, particularly in the Newfoundland context. 
This is especially evident to anyone·who agrees with 
'. 
Harbison's statement that: 
"The progre~s ~f a nation depends £irst and foremost 
on the progress of its pebple. Unless it develops 
thei.r _,spirit and human potent·ialities,· it cannot 
develop much else-.,.materialll, ·economically, 
politically, or cu~turally." 
1Frederick Harbison, "Educ;:ation for Development," in 
Technolo and Ec.onomic Develo ment, ed. by Denl'1iS 
Flannag~n, Pengutn Books Harmohdsworth, -~iddlesex; England: 
1965), pp. 118-128. 
I ·, 
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DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
DAIRY SURVEY 
DATE •••••••••.•••••• ·• • • • • • . FARM •••••..•••.••••••.••••••• 
SECTION I 
l. How many cows do you have in your dai~y herd? 
-----






3. How many full-time employe·es do you have? ___ ,__ __ _ 
.. 
Hours of work per week for each:_._ 
4. :.How many ·part-time em:ployes c}o you have? 
,Number of months each s)~e ' fs employe;d fr. 
Hours of week each week for each: 
What is the area of yqur ~rm? 
~ 
year: __ . _ 
acres s. 
6. 
• . 0 • 
How much of ·1.t ·l.s owneo by . you? 
... •' ' 
-----.o~~.Q1--..,---ac r,es ·.r 
How much' is rented? -----~~--~~·--·-4~-------ac-res 
7-. . How .many acres . do you use ·tor forage product.j;on._?_-+-_ 
8 .• Wha.t proportion of rour feed ·req\,li.rements do :: y:6u pro-
t 
dQce yourself? 
. ' . 
' / . 
v 9. 
o/SY . . 




Dairy. ratiQns ________ ~~· -tons 
·Have there b~en ·any major changes ~n. your o'per~Hon in, 
. . . . . 
. . . . .., . . . . . 
· .. the last . t~o year.~·? 'i. _e ·• , . more/ 1-e s s cows , . . new m·ach inery; 1 • 
. .. 
:mG~e land cleal;'e9.; . etc.·- · 
'',: . . ' ' . . ------:-:-------:---...,...-. -:-,, -'------
I ' 
·. ' ~ .. 
•' .. · . 
' . 
·' 
~ . : ·~ 
1-




. .· . . 
• • •• 0 
.. ,. _:·, 























1. Do you find it easy to ~el~x co~plete'ly 
when you are on holiday? 
2. Do you feel annoyed when people are 
not punctual for appointments? 
3.~ Do you dislike seeing things wasted? 
~ 
4. Do you like getting drunk? ,, 
5. Do you find ·it ea?y to for·get about 
your working outside normal working 
hours?,. •· ' · 
6. Would you prefer to work with an 
0 
incompetent partner who is easy to 
~ 
get along · with · ra~h~r than with a 
' ~ . ) . 
difficult but highiy competent one? 
I . 
7. · DOes inefficiency make yoli angry? 
. ,) . 
8.- Have you always worked hard in order 
4 
to be one of the .pest dairymen in 
. . . ' 
your area? 
'/ . 





·.: ./ . 




YES ' NO 
YES NO 
YES ~0 
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SECTION I II* 
Please indicate whether each of the following statements 
is true or false. If you ;:~feel that a statement is true, 
underline True. If you feel that it is false, underline 
False. 
1 
1._ In an,~ unknown situation it doesn't· 
pay · to be pessimistic. 
2. Most· -people want success because 
it ·I? rings respect. 
3. I don' .t think I am a good trier. 
4. I would sooner admire a winner 
than win ·myself. 
5. Incentives do more harm than good : 
6. It's never . best to set one's 
· •· · own cJ:lallenges. 




go my ow!' way,. · 
a. Eveh a good poker player 'can It 
(f I 
.. with a poor hand~ . 1. life is not too com-
. petitive. 
'10. · You_. can try · too nai;'d sometimes-; . 
it's ~~st to ·-a-ccept thing-s as 
they are. 




















, *Smith Quic-k Me~sure of. Achievement Motivation Scal:e·. 
\-
• .. . 
I ,, ' , • • " ~' ' : ' 
.·. ·r:;:: · .. .-:L·:·: .. < .... -:·>:- , :· :· ~ -'::::< _  ·. : :~~.;.7.-J;i~;·.~~~:· ; :.::< .. ~ .. t: ... ~ --~ · ... ,~ .... ' · .. ·, . · ·~--;:~ .. · ~ 
' 









Please complete the fqllowing s ta temen ts: 
1. Farmers in this province need-
J'. 
2. A good man is one that Jf; 
" 
3. What I want to do on my farm is . 
4. To hav.e twent-Y cows .ts _______ .,....,,-----=-------
' .. 
5. I would like my oldes.t son to· 
~----~--~--~------~---
../ 
6. For a better li1e on my farm, I need 
--------------------
















10. · To earn .a good pr.0fi t from · fa.r min_g , a farmer must . ~a"Ve 
. " . . - t .·. 
11. In the next five years,' I'm ·goi ng to 
-------~--------
"' ,. 
12. A good farmer mus~ haye 
--~--~------------~--------~----























•'- '.: ; . 






13. If my dairy operation was not I would __ _:._ 
14. My greatest goal in life is 
--------------------+-----








*The above-scale is an adaptation of ~.the Rogers and N.eill 
.fou'rteen.;.it-eit\ sent'ence.:co1npletion· achiev:em~'nt · motivati.on 
questionnaire. · · . , ·. · · · · ' · 
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1. ' Education Level: a) 
·c) Grade .two Q d) 
f) 9rade five Q g) 









b) Grade one 0 
e) Grade fourO 
h) Grade· seven 0 
k) Grade ten D 
1) Grade e.~even D . m). Some vocational school 0 
.. 
.n) Finished vocational school 0 
:~· o) Some•· university .0 · p) ~niversi ty d..,~gree 0 
. .,. 
3. ·wurnber of years f arin~ng 
4. Farm Acquiral: 
a) Inher~ ted farm which has dete riorated since take-
over by present owner 0 
b) Inner;j.ted ' farm in much the same condition as it is 
in today 0 
' 
c) Inberi ted farm and somewhat smaller dairy herd 0 
• d) Inherited farm and much smaller dairy herg ·o 
e) Inhe:ri ted 'land only and developed dal.r;,y farm 0 
f) . Farm acquired, and developed· from ··s_c.r .a,tch by ow,ner Q 
5. Breeding: 
r 





b) Uses A. ·' 1'. service . provided :bi gov~rnm~n·~ o· ~ 
• l 
' . • 
. . "''· 
ct Uses .hull and government A.· 1. seryice O 
d) Farmer, does his ow~~ Al. . L 0 · ' i· 
' · . . 




. _, .. . 
. 
.. , ; 
·.· ... . .: 
:· . 
.. ( , 
' . ,.-.' 
,: · ' 
-~:. 
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.• 
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6. Records: a) No written for breeding or production[] 
7. 
~ 





~- -~-:- . 
1 . . • · 
· ... 
. ' ; . 







b) Written b~eeding recoros only [J 
c) R.O.P. or ·o.H.A.S. or farmer's own breeding 
and production recorda [] 
Mechanization: 
aJ Complete:fy manual 0 
c) Manure spreader 0 0 
·• 
fi) Electric milkers 0 
g) Mechanica'! or 
liquid cleanout D 
i) Pipe-line milking D 
. .,., . 
.. .. ' 
.. 
.· 
::· . ' ', . · . 
bJ Tractor and 
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SCORING CRITERIA FOR THE SENTENCE-COMPLETION 
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SCORING CRITERIA FOR THE SENTENCE-COMPLETION 
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION SCALE 
B4 
• There are six poss.ible categories, ranging from 0 to 
s·, for use by judges in ·:rating each respondent's answers to 
.. . 
'e~ch of 'the :sentence-completion scale i terns .• 
0 Poi,nts-".-_. Abs~nce of· achievllment m<;>tiva_tiori .• 
. . . 
. Replies· indicate indep~nqence, patriotism, farnil.isrn, 
affiLia.tion, ,sex·, hone~ty, altruism, ' . religion, spiritual 
belie£, etc. 
1 Point -- Slight indication of achi·evernent motivation. 
Replies indic.ate concern wit;h - ·~eal th, secu'ri ty, 
material comfort, debt, help, taxes, richnesst 
• I 
...,. .. ,. 
property , 
prosperity. -'· .. I 
r-~ 
2 Points -- · ·Partially · implied a·chievemeii't: motivation. 
Respons~s indicate concern 'with .. the new . or. rnpdern, 
• . . . ' . . ' . . . . ~lo: 
knowl~dge, s i ze gr quantity, d i fficultir?s· o.f exeqtition ~:r; ... · 
' . ~ 
implementation._.: 
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5 Points Definite, achievement motivation. 
Responses indicate definite need and intentions to 
' · 
improve and become better. Specific goals and plans for 
reaching them are mentioned. Some key words which . may be 
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The Lynn arid SI!,lith Achievem~nt. Motiva-tion Scaies were 
., 
- .. . ' . 
admini·st:;ered _:-to . sampl¢s of :rural . ' .. . and urban gr.ade-· eleven 
' . . . ' . ~ ' ~~ : 
· studen~-~- ·. ·.' 
. . 
.. 
- , . ·T~e _iu~al· sal!\p.le 
• I ~ • ' 
•.. small high_ sc~o~·ls· _:_j_.n. diffe~·ent _~· a-~eas '.' o~ -N.~wfo~Ddl~-~d. ·. The · - · 
" ·. ; : . . . . ~ . . . . .- . . ' -
cotlsi'sted·· cit.:: ~o3:. students in four 
. '' • . . 
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... ·· : . ... urbansample_· c'o!'lsist-ed -of · 100 s_ttident_s ·frqrri ·a .hlgh :· sc::h·oo·l · iri 
-
••• • •• ,: ' -t• 
ist • . John '-:~; ' .the . capital. ~ity, which. h~s 'a . popu'i.a t_ion' . 0~ . 
app.roxi~ately · roo ,-oo6 people. · · 
t . . . . 
• I • 
< -
Table · '4 . sh_ows the mean sco_re of ··each sample on the 
• J 
1 • ~ • " ' . . ' . '
The urban sample scored . · 
. . .l . . - . . . ·two .achievernent .. motiyation s_cales. 
I ~ • • 
hi.gher on bo~h achi.evement motivation Scates .' The d_iffer-
e'~ce in · th~ mean scores o .f the -t;.wo samples ·on each ·scale is 
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